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commonly available to students for learning. 
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1  . Introduction 
 
A signal is an impulse or a fluctuating electric quantity, such as voltage, current, or 
electric field strength, whose variations represent coded information. Electrical signals 
are normally either discrete in time and amplitude or continuous in time and amplitude. 
Digital signals are a sequence of quantized values making them discrete in time and 
amplitude. The digital signal amplitude is represented by limited number of predefined 
values unlike continuous values where it is samples continuously. To convert the 
continuous signal into a digital signal an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) can be used. 
Once the signals are processed it needs to be converted back into the continuous domain 
for which a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) is used. The ADC works by sampling the 
signal at fixed points and the DAC works by interpolation. 
 
DSP stands for Digital Signal Processing. In practice DSP mean processing of digital 
signals using electronic circuits or computers such as DSP Processors or Application 
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Processing signals mean applying algorithms based 
on arithmetic computations. Arithmetic could be any arithmetic operations like addition, 
subtraction, and so on.  
 
DSP Processors are micro processors designed to perform DSP. Digital Signal Processing 
is one of core technology on the most rapidly growing areas such as wireless 
communication, industrial control, audio and video applications. With the rise in DSP 
processor applications there has been a huge increase in the DSP Processors in the 
industry since the 1980’s.  
 
A real time DSP is a system which has to process and output data samples at the same 
frequency the input samples arrive. Like in the case of mobile phone, the input samples 
will arrive continuously and there will be no time for the DSP Processor for error 
correction. There is always a Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) for a real time 
processor which makes sure that the task is completed before the expected time. However 
in the cases of non real time DSP systems like image processing in a digital camera, there 
is enough time for the processing and this will not introduce an error.  
 
Most DSP Processors are meant to handle high performance, repetitive, numerical task 
like the famous multiply and accumulate. Second important feature in DSP Processors is 
the ability to handle several memory accesses in the same instruction cycle like fetching 
instructions while fetching operands or storing the result of previous computations to 
memory. Third feature is the ability to generate address using the address generation 
circuitry in parallel with the other instructions though initially the address generation has 
to configured and set. The DSP Processor has a loop counter implemented within so that 
there is no necessary for the programmer to expand the instruction cycle to implement a 
for-next loop. To facilitate low cost, high performance most DSP processors incorporate 
serial and parallel I/O interfaces, specialized I/O handling mechanisms like Direct 
Memory Access (DMA) or interrupt handler. This will allow data transfers to proceed 
with none or little intervention. 
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General purpose processors can be used to replace by DSP Processors by system 
designers in some cases. Some general purpose processors will require many instructions 
to run a task that could be run with one instruction in a DSP Processors. However the 
clock speed in some general purpose processors is very high. By using the general 
purpose processor the cost of the design can be reduced as there is no need for a specific 
DSP processor in the same system. Furthermore tremendous selections of application 
tools are available for some general purpose processors. On the other hand, although 
general purpose processors can replace DSP processors the software development for the 
general purpose processors make become tedious as it needs complex instructions for run 
a simple DSP instruction. The solution of using general purpose processors will not be 
cost-effective at least in the cases of DSP intensive applications where the DSP Processor 
is application specific. 
 

1.1 Purpose of work 

The scope of this thesis is designing and implementation of a single issue 32-bit DSP 
Processor for applications including voice codec, audio decoder, bit manipulation and 
video codec. The thesis starts from the derivation of the instruction set, encoding and 
optimizing the encoded instructions, micro architecture design specification, Register 
Transfer Level (RTL) implementation of the micro architecture design and application 
verification.  
 

1.2 Reading Guidelines 

1.2.1 Target Readers 

This report is intended for undergraduates as well as readers who have a prior theoretical 
knowledge in Digital Signal Processing and interesting in Embedded DSP Processors 
Design Fundamentals. This report is the result of a complete design of a DSP Processor 
core. The basics required for reading this report is DSP basics, computer architecture and 
bit arithmetic. For such basics, the author recommends the reader to any introductory 
book. 

1.2.2 Reading Methodology 

The author wishes to express that this document is intended for beginners in DSP 
processor design. However it lacks more explanation in certain parts of the document. 
Incase the reader finds this material confusing, the author recommends following the 
reference links should help the reader to understand the basics of Processor design better. 
The contents titles clearly describe and relate to description in the material. Also included 
is a list of figures for the reader to quickly grasp through if required. To make it easy for 
the reader, the author has an appendix with acronyms and abbreviations that would help 
the user to quickly brief when required.  
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1.2.3 Chapter outlines 

The chapter 2 introduces the reader to general DSP Processors and its environment, their 
architecture, pipeline concept, applications and memory subsystems. The following 
chapter 3 gives the reader an insight to the Processor design flow that has been followed 
in this thesis work. It is the main chapter that gives the reader an idea about how exactly 
the Processor design was carried out. If the reader is new to Processor design, the author 
strongly recommends reading chapter 2 and chapter 3 to get a complete insight about the 
whole thesis work. The chapter 4 describes the various modules of the Processor Data 
Path, their design considerations and architecture. The chapter 5 talks about the Control 
Path which is the most complicated and tricky in designing a Processor. This chapter 
gives the reader a brief idea about finite state machines, program counters, instruction 
decoder and loop counter considerations during design. The memory subsystem is one the 
most important component in the processor which is described in chapter 6. The 
following chapter 7 gives the reader an idea about the RTL implementation of the micro 
architecture and verification that has been carried out to evaluate the functionality of this 
processor. Finally to sum up all the work and efforts on designing this Processor, the 
author concludes in chapter 8 his work outcome and the future scope of his work. 
 

1.3 Way of work 

The choice of the instruction set depends on the application of the Processor. The chosen 
instruction set is the then carefully analyzed to form the senior instruction set. The senior 
instruction set is encoded to optimize the decoder hardware cost, efficient code and good 
Machine to Man Communication (MMC). The Assembly Set Manual (ASM) is released. 
Once the instruction set has been refined and fully analyzed, the micro architecture 
design of the various modules, integration and verification of the processor is 
documented. Based on the design document the modules are transferred to the RTL and 
integrated. The RTL is the verified at module level, instruction level and application 
level. The application used for verification was an audio decoder 
 





2 . DSP Processors 

2.1 Introduction to DSP Processors 

2.1.1 DSP Environment 

The Digital Signal Processing (DSP) processor is designed specially for processing 
digital signals. DSP has a wide range of applications and it is not easy to find a good 
general definition for DSP. In general we can define DSP as changing or analyzing 
information which is measured as discrete sequences of numbers. Some of the 
applications of DSP are RADAR, Audio, SONAR, Telephony, Process Control, Digital 
Television, and Facsimile. Although there are a wide range of applications they have 
some common features like they have a lot of math involved, deal with signals from real 
world and require response in certain time. 
 
The main difference between DSP and Signal Processing are that in DSP the signals 
come from a real world. This leads to the fact that we need to react to these signals in a 
real time and need to measure and convert them into digital numbers. Secondly in DSP 
the signals are discrete meaning that the signals between samples are lost. 
 
The main advantages of using digital systems are repeatability, versatility and simplicity. 
Repeatability is when they can be easily duplicated; responses do not drift away with 
temperature and do not depend on strict component tolerances. Versatility is when 
systems can be reprogrammed for other applications or can be ported to other hardware 
like board level product. And finally simplicity means some things are easier in digital 
systems than in analogue systems. 
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Figure 2-1: DSP system overview 

 
Most DSP applications deal with analogue signals which have to be converted to digital 
signals for processing as in Figure 2-1. During this conversion some information is lost 
due to uncertainty in timing, limits on duration of measurement or inaccuracies in 
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measurement. The effects are called Quantization Errors. The continuous analogue signal 
has to be held before it can be sampled and measured so that value is not changing during 
the measurement. Then once it has been measured the signal will be converted to digital 
value for processing. The sampling results in a discrete set of digital numbers that were 
measured in equal intervals of time. The sampling takes places after the hold. So the 
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) has to be fast enough to sample the signal before the 
next signal value is taken in by the hold circuit. In short the ADC will have all the time to 
perform the conversion as long as the signal is held. During the sample we do not know 
what should be measured. Hence some of the information is lost during the sampling. In 
case we know what type of signal under measurement and have priori knowledge about 
the signal then possibly the lost information could be reconstructed. 
 
In the case where there happens to be a glitch in the incoming signal and our sampling is 
not fast enough then the glitch will be lost. Although the signal can be reconstructed 
based on priori knowledge of the signal if available, a fast sampling needs to be done so 
that the rapid changes in the incoming signals are not lost. If not some higher frequencies 
can be interpreted as low frequencies.  
 
When the signal is converted to digital form, the precision is limited by the number of 
bits. Due to limited precision, the smooth analogue waveform can be represented as a 
‘stepped’ waveform. This digitization introduces errors that are non linear and signal 
dependent. Signal dependent errors mean that the errors are coherent and cannot be 
reduced by simple means. Non linear errors mean that we cannot calculate the effect of 
these errors using normal math. This is a common problem in DSP that the limited 
precision is over ruled by these errors. This leads to the fact that we cannot calculate the 
performance of a DSP algorithm using limited precision. And more over this non 
linearity can lead to instability especially like in the case of IIR filters.  
 
The word length of the hardware used for DSP processing determines the dynamic range 
and available precision. The real DSP processing suffers from three basic errors due to 
limited precision 
 

1. limited precision due to word length in analogue to digital conversion 
2. arithmetic errors in the processing due to limited precision 
3. limited precision due to word length in digital to analogue conversion 

 
These are called Quantization errors and they have the same effects or non linear and 
signal dependent.   
 

2.1.2 Applications 

Applications of DSP are RADAR, Audio, SONAR, Telephony, Process Control, Digital 
Television, and Facsimile. DSP Processors have a wide range of applications from 
consumer electronics to Radar. There is no specific DSP Processor that will match all the 
applications. It is the designer choice to first evaluate the constraints in hand like power 
consumption, area, speed, performance, integration and other metrics in hand. In terms of 
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money volume the biggest applications of DSP are in portable digital audio players 
commonly know as mp3 now days, mobile phones and disk drives where DSP is used for 
servo control. In these applications the integration and cost are paramount. For portable 
productions the battery consumption is very important and hence the focus is on power 
consumption. Ease of development is less important as the huge volume justify the extra 
development efforts. 
 
The other class DSP application is where large volumes of data re processed. Some of the 
applications include Radar, Seismic exploration and Sonar. In there application 
algorithms are complex and larger complex design. In such cases the designers favor 
performance, easy to use and support good integration with other micro processors. 
Sometimes designers use the existing hardware instead of building from scratch. This can 
be accomplished by using some off shelf development boards. They can also ease their 
software development by using existing libraries for the application software. 
 

2.2 Arithmetic’s in Bit World 

2.2.1 Numerical Representation 

When considering finite number system, dynamic range and precision play an important 
role. The dynamic range is the range of number that the bits can represent. Precision is 
the difference between the closest values that can be represented. Numerical 
representation of data consists of rules and principles determining dynamic and finite 
precision for DSP implementations. 
 

2.2.1.1 Fixed versus Floating Point 

Fixed number representation can be integer or fractional. The fractional data type is used 
when multiplication arithmetic is involved. The position of the fraction separator is fixed. 
Since the dynamic range and precision in fixed point processors are limited, some special 
firmware and implementation techniques are added to maintain the accuracy of results. 
However it does not mean that floating point computations cannot be performed on a 
fixed point processor. The efficiency is quite low but floating point data can be emulated 
by fixed point processors. Floating point requires a large silicon area, power and 
complicated design.  
 
When using floating point we do not need to tune the results arising due to finite fixed 
length. In fixed point processors there is always a need to tune the intermediate results 
and final results by scaling. Also there is a need in the firmware to implement data quality 
control and complicated scaling. By designing floating point the time for the firmware is 
reduced. This is a major consideration in the silicon industry as the Time to Market 
(TTM) is very important. However there is always a trade between the floating point and 
fixed in terms to design, speed, efficiency, firmware and power. 
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2.2.1.2 Integer Versus Fractional 

There are normally two kinds to fixed point representations – Integer representation data 
of range -2N-1 ≤ x < 2N-1 and Fractional representation of range -1 ≤ x < 1.The integer 
representation is used for arithmetic computations like addition, subtraction, logic 
operations, shifting operations and bit manipulations. But in the case of multiplication the 
integer representation is not useful. The results exceed the dynamic range supported by 
integer and the result stored will be wrong. When the same multiplication is done in a 
fractional representation the result is close enough which is rather inexpensive compared 
to the integer representation. 
 

2.2.2 Saturation and Guard   

In most DSP processors accumulation algorithm is used. When performing such 
operations the value of the fixed point may exceed the limits that it can represent which is 
called as overflow. When overflow occurs the results are more than the represent able 
value of the processor. Overflow can be dealt by adding saturation and guard logic or by 
scaling. Scaling will reduce the signal resolution. 
 
By adding guard bits the sign of the value can be kept. Along with the guard bits the 
number becomes 2g * -2N-1 ≤ x < 2g * 2N-1 where g is the number of guards to added.  Due 
to the addition of intermediate guards the range becomes more. After the accumulation 
and computation the data will be needed to move to the general register with lesser data 
width. The results of the accumulation should be not saturated as they may contain 
overflow which is noticeable by looking at the guard bits. The following Figure 2-2 
illustrates the value of the accumulator register during the convolution instruction and 
why it has to be saturated when it is moved to other registers. 
 

 

   N=0    N=n-1 
   N 

Values in accumulator 
during convolution 

Output point 

 
Figure 2-2: Saturation of result 
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2.2.3 Quantization – Rounding and Truncation 

Rounding rounds the value of the double precision to closest possible value that can be 
represented in single precision. Truncation is to truncate the bits during the extraction of 
the native word from the double precision with guards. In other words eliminating the 
guard and precision bits from the double precision is termed as truncation. 
 
The precision in the MAC is always higher than the native word because the data width 
of the accumulators is longer than the native word. In order to extract the native word 
from the double precision value rounding the value and truncation of the result is needed.  

2.2.4 Scaling 

In cases when the value exceeds the native word range then it is necessary to scale the 
value. The scaling will be nothing but a shifter which supports arithmetic shifting. 
Scaling will also be useful to enhance guard and prevent possible overflow in the MAC. 
 
The execution order of the operations should be considered. If wrong the results will be 
fatal in real time DSP systems. The guard bits have to be added before any iterative 
kernel computations. The guarded value is scaled, rounded and saturated. Finally before 
native word extraction the result is truncated.  
 

2.3 General Architecture of DSP Processors 

All general DSP Processors Core is composed of the Data Path, Control Path and Address 
Generation Unit (AGU). The Memory Subsystem is located out of the processor core as 
shown in figure. These in turn are built up of various modules that will be described in 
the later part of this chapter. A basic DSP processor supports RISC and CISC 
instructions. The RISC uses the general registers for operands and writes them back to the 
Register File (RF). The CISC used the memory subsystem to compute vector elements 
like in the case of convolution. The CISC reads from the memory and write them to the 
accumulator special registers located in the Multiplication and Accumulation (MAC). 
The memory bus is distributed to the memory and DSP core DP components MAC and 
RF. However, there could be more components that can be connected to the memory bus. 
This depends on the choice of the instruction set which specifies all the operands required 
to perform a certain instruction. If there are instructions that ALU performs by fetching 
operands from the memory subsystem then the memory bus would also be connected to 
the ALU and so on. The Control Path generates the control signals for all components in 
the core, keeps track of the Program Counter and has a stack to service subroutines. 
 
Apart for the DSP core the DSP Processor will also contain the Direct Memory Access 
(DMA), Memory Management Unit (MMU), Timer and Interrupt controller. The DMA 
enhances the data transfer in parallel with core execution. The MMU is used to ensure 
memory access reliability and efficiency. The Timer is used to check the execution limit 
of a routine service. The interrupt controller handles the Processor core interrupts. 
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2.4 Pipeline Description 

Processors can handle millions of instructions per second. A pipeline allows multiple 
instructions to be processed at the same time. When one instruction is begin processed at 
certain hardware also known as pipeline stage, other instructions are being processed at 
other pipeline stages. Without pipeline every instruction would have to wait for the 
previous instruction to finish. 
 
The depth of the pipeline is the number of instructions that it can process in parallel. This 
depends on the hardware units available for parallel computing. In order to pipeline a 
processor tasks, the designer need to check the following 
 
1. Hardware availability and functional partitioning 
2. balancing execution time for every operation 
 
DSP Processor pipelines commonly use the following pipeline stages 
 
1. Instruction Fetch (IF): Fetches the instruction from the Program Memory using the 

Program Counter value as the address. 
2. Instruction Decoding (ID): The fetched instruction from stage 1 is decoded by the 

Instruction Decoder. It depends on the design of the system if the signals will be 
clocked or not.  

3. Operand Fetch (OP): Based on the control signals generated by the ID the operands 
required for the computation are fetched from Register File or memories. In the case 
of operand being fetched from memory the address has to be computed in parallel 
with the decoding stage. 

4. Execution (EX): Once the operands are available the DP will compute the result 
based on the control signals 

5. Store Result (ST): The results computed by the EX cycle has to be written back to the 
registers or in the case of store written to memory. This write back could also be a 
part of the EX stage eliminating the need for a separate pipeline stage. 

 
Most of the instructions could fit into the above mentioned pipeline stages. The only 
exceptions are the MAC and the convolution. The MAC takes 2 execution cycles to 
compute. So there will be an extra execution cycle after step 4 in the case of MAC. 
However in the case of convolution the data has to be loaded from the memories and 
addresses for the corresponding computed. If the address generation is not in parallel with 
the decoder then this will need an extra clock than the MAC for reading memories to 
MAC. 
  

2.5 Data Path (DP) 

2.5.1 Introduction to DP components and Overview 

The DP in the core performs the arithmetic and logic operations, and contains the general 
purpose registers. The general components of the DP include the ALU, MAC and RF. 
The register buses connect to almost all the components of the DP. The register buses 
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carry the operands that are needed for the computation. In normal cases there are two 
operands an instruction would need for execution. So, in every clock cycle the RF would 
produce two operands on the register bus for computation. The modules of the DP are 
controlled by the Control Path control signals that will choose the type of operation to be 
performed. 
 

2.5.2 Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) 

2.5.2.1 Introduction to ALU 

As the name describes, the ALU does all the logic and arithmetic computations. In some 
cases the ALU could also cover shifting and rotation operations. There are 2 ways to 
design the ALU. One, the ALU could be a part of the MAC and the second, the ALU as 
an individual module. The former reduces the silicon costs making the design more 
complicated for design and testing. The latter one increase the silicon costs supports 
parallel execution if required and, reduces the design and verification time. Taking into 
consideration about the silicon costs presently, the latter design is preferred due to the 
above mentioned reasons. 
 
Figure 2-3 gives a brief introduction to the ALU components in a general DSP core. The 
ALU normally performs single precision computations. Iterative instructions are never 
assigned to the ALU in general DSP Processor core.  
 

 

Saturation and flag processing 

Preprocessing in ALU 

Shift 
Unit 

Post 
Processing 

Operand A Operand B 

Result Flags 

Logic Unit 
 

     Adder 
 

 
Figure 2-3: ALU top level architecture 

 
As seen in the Figure 2-3 the preprocessing of the ALU performs the operand selections 
depending on the micro operations of the ALU. The preprocessed operands are then sent 
to the kernel. The kernel is the major computation block in the ALU which contains the 
adder, shifting unit and logic unit. After the computations the data is sent to the post 
processing unit which selects the output. The ALU writes to flags that are used for the 
determining the processor status. The flags are used for the conditional execution 
instructions. It is a common practice to support saturation of the ALU result.  
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Figure 2-4: Example of ALU implementation using 2 adders 

2.5.2.2 Design Considerations 

The designing of ALU can be detailed as 
 
1. Collect all the micro operations requiring the ALU computation. The micro operation 

can be seen in the ASM. 
 
2. Make a table with the micro operations, type of operands required to perform the 

micro operations and adder carry in. There could be more than one adder in cases 
when it is required. However, the designer has to keep in mind about the cost of the 
second adder like in Figure 2-4 

 
3. From the table make choice of the multiplexers required for every signal like the 

adder carry in. If some operations require a ‘0’ and some require ‘1’ then multiplex 
this signal to the adder carry in.  

 
4. Design all the kernel components adder, logic, and shift and rotation units based on 

the micro operations 
 
5. Post operations are multiplexed to give one output. The saturation and generation of 

the flags are part of the post processing functions.  
 
6. After complete design a table is made describing the micro operations, their function 

in detail, assign a sequential op code for all micro operations and all multiplexers. By 
filling the values of the multiplexers, cross check every operation is being executed in 
the ALU. 
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The control signals for all the ALU is generated in the CP by the Instruction Decoder. An 
example of the control signals generated in the Instruction Decoder for an ALU is given 
in Figure 2-5 
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Figure 2-5: ALU architecture with control signals 

 
Based on the op codes the control signal for the ALU is generated. It depends completely 
on the pipeline that the control signals shall be clocked or not. However it is very 
noticeable that hardware multiplexing is very useful in minimizing the cost of the 
hardware.  
 
On of the common ALU micro operation is the max or min of two operands. This can be 
implemented as depicted in the following Figure 2-6. The adder computes the subtraction 
and the MSB of the adder output is used to select if the output, based on the max or min 
operation.   
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Figure 2-6: ALU MAX/MIN operation 
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The shift instructions are listed in Table2-1. The operations the shifter performs can be 
described using the Figure 2-7. The basic types are arithmetic and logical shift. The 
arithmetic shift replicates the MSB to keep the sign of the operand, while the logical shift 
appends a ‘0’ as it shifts. The latter one is preferred for unsigned binary operands.  The 
operands to the shifter are operand A which is usually shifted by operand B. The operand 
B could be an immediate value or a register value.  
 

 

... ... 15 14 1 0 Arithmetic right shift 

... ... 15 14 1 0 Logic right shift 0 

... ... 15 14 1 0 Logic left shift 0 

Right rotation without carry 
flag 

... ... 15 14 1 0 
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Right rotation with carry flag ... ... 15 14 1 0 

Left rotation with carry flag ... ... 15 14 1 0 C 

C 

 
Figure 2-7: Shift operations 

 
Shifting could be implemented in 2 ways, shift primitive method or based on truth table. 
The shift primitive is more preferred than the truth table in cases where the synthesis 
quality cannot be guaranteed. In present days we however get the same gate costs as the 
synthesis tools are advanced. The implementation choice is left to the designer. 
 

Table2-1: Types of shift operation 

 Function Result Specification 

1 Arithmetic right shift {N’A[15], A[15-N:N]}; FAC <= A[N-1] 

2 Logic right shift {N’0, A[15-N:N]}; FAC <= A[N-1] 

3 Arithmetic left shift Sat {A[15-N:0], N’0}; FAC <= A[15-N+1]} 

4 Logic left shift {A[15-N:0], N’0}; FAC <= A[15-N+1]  

5 Right rotation with FAC {FAC, A[15:N]} if N=1; {A[N-2:0], FAC, A[15:N]} if N>1;  

FAC <= A[N-1] 

6 Right rotation without FAC {A[N-1:0], A[15-N:N]} 

7 Left rotation with FAC {A[15-N:0], FAC} if N=1; {A[15-N:0], FAC, A[15:15-N+2]} if N>1; 
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FAC <= A[15-N+1] 

8 Left rotation without FAC {A[15-N:0], A[15:15-N+1]} 

 
The most common logic operations are list in Table2-2.  
 

Table2-2: General logic operations in DSP processors 

Logic operation Computation 
And Rx ← Ra[15:0] and Rb[15:0] 
Or Rx ← Ra[15:0] or Rb[15:0] 
Xor Rx ← Ra[15:0] xor Rb[15:0] 
Invert Rx ← not (Ra[15:0]) 

 
The operations the logic unit performs are described in Figure 2-8. The operands A and B 
are supplied to the logic unit. The logic unit performs the operations and the output is 
hardware multiplexed to select the required logic operation.  
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Figure 2-8: Logic design in ALU 

 

2.5.3 Multiplication and Accumulation (MAC) 

2.5.3.1 Introduction to MAC 

The MAC is the most important components of the DSP Processor core DP. The MAC 
performs iterative computations and supports double precision. It is the module which 
implements the hardware supporting auto correlation, filtering and transform functions. 
The convolution, the most common DSP instruction is performed in the MAC. The 
convolution instruction can be give by the following Equation 2-1. 
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Equation 2-1: Convolution Equation 

 
As seen in the equation the computation needs data which is multiplied with a coefficient. 
To implement this ring buffer would be required. The ring buffer is a FIFO with a set of 
registers. When the address pointer reaches the bottom address of the buffer it is reset to 
the top address of the buffer thus forming a ring. However this implementation cost of the 
ring buffer can be avoided by using the memory sub system and AGU to perform modulo 
addressing as described in later part of this chapter. 
 

2.5.3.2 Design and Considerations 

The MAC as its name needs hardware to perform multiplication and accumulation. The 
multiplication is done by a signed multiplier and the accumulation of the multiplied value 
with a accumulator is done by a adder. The multiplication and the accumulation can be 
done in the same clock cycle as in Figure 2-9. The cost of doing that would be a slower 
clock rate as the multiplication would take a long time which slows down the clock rate. 
In this design the instruction decoder is simple to design as the MAC will have the same 
pipeline as the other blocks. By introducing a register after the multiplication the MAC 
can be made a double cycle execution module like in Figure 2-9.  
 
 

Multiplier Multiplier 

Pipeline 

Accumulator Accumulator 

ACR ACR 

Flag circuit Flag circuit 

(a) MAC without pipeline (b) MAC with pipeline 
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Figure 2-9: Basic MAC architecture 

m-1 

y (n) = ∑ x (n-i) * c (i) 
i=0 

 

y (n) = x (n) * c(0) + x (n-1) * c(1) + x(n-2) * c (2) + x(n-3) * c (3)…… + x (0) * c(n) 
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This will fasten the clock rate but make the decoder complicated as the pipeline for the 
MAC will differ from rest of the Processor pipeline. The guard bits are necessary for 
iterative computing to keep their sign value. The number of guard bits should not be less 
than the max c (n) value. The choice of the number of guard bits can be dynamically 
computed by some algorithm or the choice is made during the design like 8 guard bits 
256 iterations so that the assembly programmer always tracks his iterations not to cross 
256. 
 
In general the MAC instructions cab be classified into 
 
1. Move instructions 
 
2. Data type instructions 
 
3. Double precision arithmetic and logic instructions 
 
4. Multiplication instructions 
 
5. Multiplication and Accumulation – Iterative Instructions 
 
Since the MAC does not have a specific implementation, it completely depends on the 
designers view. The implementation of the MAC is done as pipeline wise. The first stage 
will be designing the pipeline execution 1 – registering the multiplier output. Hardware 
multiplication can be classified as described in Figure 2-10.  
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Figure 2-10: Classification of hardware multiplication 

 
If the RTL supports the signed multiplication then it is easy to declare the inputs and 
outputs of the multiplier as signed values. Otherwise the multiplier should be 
implemented as a signed multiplier. The types of multiplications for 16 bit operands, 8 
guard bits supporting 256 iterations and the required computations are listed in Table2-3. 
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Table2-3: Types of multiplication in DSP core 

No. Type / Description Computation 

1 
Signed integer 
multiplication 

ACRn ← {6’guard, ({opa[15],opa [15:0]} * 
{opb[15],opb [15:0]})} 

2 
Signed fractional 
multiplication 

ACRn  ← {5’guard, ({opa[15],opa [15:0]} * 
{opb[15],opb [15:0]}), 1’b0} 

3 
Signed integer 

multiplication and 
accumulation 

ACRn ← ACRn+ {6’guard, ({opa[15],opa [15:0]} * 
{opb[15],opb [15:0]})} 

4 
Signed fractional 
multiplication and 
accumulation 

ACRn ← ACRn+ {5’guard, ({opa[15],opa [15:0]} * 
{opb[15],opb [15:0]}), 1’b0} 

5 

N times Signed integer 
convolution: 

multiplication and 
accumulation 

N times : 
ACRn ← ACRn+ {6’guard, ({opa[15],opa [15:0]} * 

{opb[15],opb [15:0]})} 

6 

N times Signed 
fractional convolution: 
multiplication and 
accumulation 

N times: 
ACRn ← ACRn+ {5’guard, ({opa[15],opa [15:0]} * 

{opb[15],opb [15:0]}), 1’b0} 

 
The design of pipeline stage 1 of the MAC can be described briefly as below 
 
1. The multiplication is a signed multiplication. However the choice of the sign or 

unsigned integer could be encoded in the instruction giving the programmer choice of 
integer. This will be the preprocessing stage in MAC. 

 
2. The operands are then given to the multiplier which performs the multiplication of the 

signed numbers 
 
3. The signed output of the multiplier is extended by the number of guard bits and stored 

in a register. Until this constitutes the first stage of the pipeline.  
 
The second stage of the MAC pipeline is the accumulation. The adder receives operands 
accumulator n and the multiplied register value. Depending on the micro instructions the 
various operations can be performed on the multiplied register value. The normal data 
operations that are performed by the second pipeline stage are listed in Table2-4. 
 

Table2-4: Common MAC computations 

No. Description Computation 
1 Double precision addition ACRx ← ACRn + ACRm 
2 Double precision subtraction ACRx ← ACRn + ACRm 
3 Clear accumulator n ACRx ← ‘0’ 
4 Compare accumulators ACRm – ACRn ( set flags) 

5 
Scaling accumulators or multiplied value (post 

operations on the accumulator) 
ACRx ← Scale ( ACRx or 

mul) 
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6 
Rounding accumulator (post operations on the 

accumulator) 
ACRx ← Round (ACRx) 

7 
Saturation of accumulators or multiplied value 

(post operations on the accumulator) 
ACRx ← SAT (ACRx) 

 
 
The design of pipeline stage 2 of the MAC can be described briefly as below 
 
1. The multiplied value is supplied to the adder as operand B 
 
2. The accumulator n is hardware multiplexed to the adder as operand A 
 
3. The output of the adder is sent to the accumulators and hardware multiplexed 
 
4. The native word can be extracted from the output of the adder after saturation block 
 
For moving the data from the MAC to the general purpose resisters (native word extract) 
the accumulator value has to be rounded, scaled and saturated. The order of processing 
the accumulator data to the register is 
 
1. Scaling 
2. Rounding 
3. Saturation 
4. Truncation 
5. Native word extract 
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Figure 2-11: Example of MAC implementation 
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The overall MAC design can be given in the Figure 2-11. The multiplier register can be 
inverted to diminish the value of the accumulator n. To perform double precision 
subtraction one of the operands has to be inverted. As described in the previous section 
for processing accumulator value to general register the scaling is done first which is a 
shifter, then the rounding, saturation and truncation to extract the native word. 
 

2.5.4 Register File (RF) 

2.5.4.1 Introduction to RF 

The RF is a group of general purpose registers used as a storage buffer. During 
computations and subroutine service, the registers are loaded with the necessary data 
which will be accessed in the subroutine. Once the subroutine is serviced then the register 
data will be written to memory and then over written by the following instructions.  
 

The RF could contain 16-64 registers of the native width size. In the case of using very 
less registers it will need a lot of data swapping between memories and registers. The 
inputs to the register file will depend on the instruction set. The overall RF in the DSP 
core is described in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-12: Overview of Data path in core 

 

2.5.4.2 Design and Considerations 

The RF is a collection of registers. The Figure 2-13 gives an overview of how the 
Register File looks. Every register can either keeps its value also known as the ‘keeper’ 
or take a new value. The new value could be one of the multiplexed values and depends 
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on the control signal from the Instruction Decoder. At every clock cycle the registers get 
the register control signals from the Instruction Decoder to either keep or take a new 
value.  
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Figure 2-13: Register file architecture 

 
As in Figure 2-13 the operands A and B are supplied from the register file to all the other 
modules. Based on the control signals the register to be given as operand A and B can be 
controlled. There could also be special register located in the RF. Special registers are 
used for special purposes like loop value, address register or registers for supporting 
modulo addressing. If the special register are included in the RF then there has to be extra 
logic to make the general register support special purpose. Like in the case of loop 
counter which had to be decremented or the address register which needs addressing logic 
to support the processor addressing modes.  
 

2.6 Control Path 

2.6.1 Introduction to CP components and overview 

The CP handles both synchronous and a synchronous tasks. All internal tasks are 
considered to be synchronous and external requests like the interrupt can be classified as 
asynchronous task. The main components of the CP are the Program Counter, Loop 
Controller, Instruction Decoder, condition logic and the interface to peripherals. The 
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inputs to the CP are flags for checking the conditional status, target address and interrupt 
vectors. The output of the CP is control signals to all modules of the processor core and 
immediate data if instructions carry immediate value for computation. A general top level 
structure of the CP looks like in Figure 2-14 
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Figure 2-14: Top level of Control path 

 
It is very important to understand the whole procedure in executing an instruction. The 
following steps explain the instruction execution 
 
1. An instruction is fetched from the Program Memory. The address is the Program 

Counter value 
 
2. The instruction is then decoded and clocked control signals are issued to the modules 

for execution 
 
3. If it is not a program flow control instruction like jump instruction then jump to step 7 
 
4. Fetch operands and compute the target address 
 
5. Check the jump condition and assign PC to target address or default computation ‘PC 

plus 1’ 
 
6. Return to step 1 
 
7. Fetch operands or compute address in the pipeline 
 
8. Perform the computation in the module – ALU/MAC/move-load-store/RF for writing 
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9. Default PC operation ‘PC plus 1’ and return to step 1 to fetch next instruction 
 

2.6.2 Program Counter (PC) 

The PC is a register that keeps the address of the next instruction to be fetched from the 
Program Memory. The PC has a Finite State Machine (FSM) that points to the next 
address to be loaded in to the PC register for instruction fetch. The Figure 2-15 shows a 
general FSM in the CP. 
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Figure 2-15: Example of PC Finite state machine 

 

The default state in the FSM is always a reset. And when reset is encountered in any state 
it immediately resets the PC register to ‘0’ and returns to the initial default state. One of 
the special cases seen above is the PC <= PC, which is a case when there is on instruction 
to be looped many times. So that the value of the PC is kept until the loop counter reads 
‘0’. After servicing a subroutine the PC must return to the address in the main program. 
The PC <= stack will load the address from the stack to the PC register to continue the 
main program execution. The FSM could include more states to determine the interrupt 
but is just given as an example for better understanding. 
 
The overall structure of the PC is like in Figure 2-16. In the figure the next PC logic is the 
FSM which controls the next value to be loaded in the PC register. The condition jump 
logic will not be a part of the PC design. However, for better understanding it is included.  
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Figure 2-16: PC top level design 

 
 

2.6.3 Loop Controller 

The Loop Controller (LC) has a register which loads the number of iterations to perform. 
The LC keeps decrementing until it reaches a ‘0’ and generated a loop flag which will be 
used to check the iteration completion. The LC can support only one instruction repeating 
n times. To perform m instructions n iterations we need to have an advanced LC to 
support repeating m instructions n times as in Figure 2-17. 
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Figure 2-17: Advanced LC design and architecture 
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The LC is loaded with the n and LPCR with m instructions. LPC will be incremented 
until LPC=LPCR. The inner loop will generate a signal for the LC to decrement when 
LPC = LPCR and reset LPC. This will decrement the value of the LC. As long as the LC 
is not a zero this will be continue.  
 

2.6.4 Hardware Stack  

A stack is used to support fast interrupts, register push/pop and call/return instructions. 
When fast interrupts are used, there is a need to save the register and flag values to 
service the interrupt. The stack is a normal stack with Last in First Out (LIFO) as in 
Figure 2-18.  
 

 
Figure 2-18: Example of stack operation  

2.6.5 Conditional Execution Logic 

The conditional execution logic checks if the condition satisfies so that the instruction can 
be executed. The logic is just a small module which gets the flags of the processor and 
condition as input. It checks for the condition based on the flags and then generates the 
condition flag. The condition flag would be given to various modules depending on the 
pipeline and design. In most cases it is use as an enable to the register file, PC FSM for 
jump taken and enable for flag register. 
 

2.6.6 Instruction Decoder 

The instruction decoder decodes the instruction fetched from Program Memory and 
generates control signals to different parts of the core. Every instruction will drive a 
number of control signals and every control signal could be driven by many instructions. 
Since the control signals towards the bus drives every bit, then fan in and fan out of the 
control signals are usually very high. This shows the importance of the instruction 
encoding which affects the decoder directly. A general decoder is a logic that converts the 
instruction to control signals like in Figure 2-19. 
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Figure 2-19: ID block level 
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Figure 2-20: Instruction decoder hierarchy 

 
The instruction decoder is assigned priorities to manage. One such flowchart is depicted 
in Figure 2-20. Most DSP processors have the same decoding hierarchy. It is completely 
up to the designer idea and experience in RTL coding to implement the decoder. 
 
According to the processor design and pipeline some control signals will be clock and 
some will not be clocked. The instruction decoder needs a special case the execution of 
longer pipeline instructions like the MAC. The MAC operates as 2 pipelines. In first 
cycle, if the instruction is a MAC the multiplication is computed in parallel with the 
accumulation if the previous instruction was a MAC instruction as well. 
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Figure 2-21: Double cycle execution in MAC 

 
Otherwise the accumulation will be on hold. During the second cycle, the accumulator 
computed the MAC instruction result from the first cycle. The formalized decoding flow 
for multiple execution cycle is given in Figure 2-21. 
 

2.7 Memory subsystem and Address Generation 

2.7.1 Introduction to memory subsystem and overview 

The memories are usually classified as Read Only Memory (ROM) and Random Access 
Memory (RAM). RAM can further be classified as static and dynamic. In general DSP 
processors there is RAM implemented as Program Memory and Data Memories. In 
general, it is preferred to have synchronous memory modules. However, there could be 
asynchronous memory modules which will need handshaking to control the memory 
access and harder to implement. The memories are externally located out of the processor 
core. The memories include the memory bus, physical memories and the address 
generation circuit. Design of the memory subsystem includes the address generation 
circuit design, memory bus and operand bus. 
 

2.7.2 Program Memory (PM) 

The PM in general is a single port synchronous static RAM. The application program is 
loaded into the PM during start. The PC counter value determines the address from where 
to fetch the instruction. The output of the PM is connected to the Instruction Decoder. 
Other inputs to the PM will be the clock and reset. 
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2.7.3 Data Memory (DM) 

The DM in general is a single port synchronous static RAM. There could be more than 
one DM in the processor to support convolution instruction coefficients. The address 
generators determine the address to where the data has to be written or read from. The 
other inputs to the DM could be the operands from RF, clock and reset. The output of the 
DM is connected to the MAC, RF and ALU. However the inputs and outputs are 
determined by the instruction set under design.  
 

2.7.4 Address Generation Unit (AGU) 

The AGU generated the address required for the DM. The general addressing circuit is 
usually of either general address computing or special address computing. Special 
addressing computing is like modulo or bit reversed addressing modes. The addressing 
circuit is the logic used to implement the addressing modes and the number of addressing 
units will depends on the design choice. 

2.7.4.1 Concept and Architecture 

The addressing modes specified in the assembly manual will for the basis for the logic of 
the AGU. The Figure 2-22 gives a general address logic circuit at the top level. The RF 
may contain some special logic outside the general registers to make it function for 
address computations. However in most DSP processors the AGU is designed as an 
individual module making the Memory Path (MP) isolated from the core.  
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Figure 2-22: Address generation logic 
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In the Figure 2-22 the address pointer is the registered output for the Data Memories. The 
address pointer can keep its value, use the value to compute new address or take a new 
initial value in the case of iterative computing. The combinational output is for the image 
register used closed to the memory block. In DSP Processors, to run the most common 
instruction convolution, there should at least be 2 addressing units in parallel to support 2 
operands simultaneously. Also having more addressing units will facilitate the overhead 
of running multiple addressing algorithms.  
 
The following Figure 2-23 is a general top level structure of the overall addressing unit 
with 7 address pointers. At any point of time the processor can have 7 temporary 
addresses and two address pointers can be selected in parallel as there are 2 addressing 
logic blocks. The address computation should always be correct and there should not be 
any exceptions like in data computing where the computation involves guard, saturation 
and rounding operations. 
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Figure 2-23: Example of AGU architecture with 7 address pointers 

 

2.7.4.2 Addressing modes 

Addressing modes form the basis for the AGU architecture. The addressing modes are 
decided during the instruction set design.  

2.7.4.2.1 Common Addressing Modes 

The most common addressing modes used is DSP Processors are listed below 
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1. Register Addressing: The register is used as the address pointer  
 
2. Direct Addressing (Absolute Addressing): The address is a part of the instruction. The 

user has the choice to directly specify the address in the instruction. 
 
3. Register post incremental: The address pointer will take a register value and 

increment the register by a defined step or default ‘1’. 
 
4. Register post decrement: The address pointer will take a register value and decrement 

the register by a defined step or default ‘1’. 
 
5. Segment plus offset: The address pointer will take a register value added with a 

defined offset from the instruction.  
 
6. Indexed addressing: The address pointer will take a register value and add a indexed 

register value. 
 

2.7.4.2.2 Modulo Addressing Mode 

The FIR is the most frequently used DSP function. As per the Figure 2-24 the 
implementation of the FIR is a First in First out (FIFO) buffer using a chain of registers. 
The chain of registers in the FIFO implementation consumes a lot of power. To avoid this 
FIFO implementation is replaced by the memories in DSP Processors. But for the 
memory to function like a ring buffer the FIFO address pointer will be shifted. This 
addressing mode where the memory behaves like a FIFO ring buffer is called modulo 
addressing. 
 

 
Figure 2-24: FIR operation 

 
To implement the FIFO in memory the addressing unit needs 2 special registers 
especially for modulo addressing: top register and the bottom register. When the address 
pointer will be equal to the bottom register value the address pointer will be assigned the 
top register value. The basic principle for memory working a FIFO is to assign a certain 
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memory space for FIFO. Instead of shifting the data through the memory the address 
pointer is shifted. 
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Figure 2-25: Modulo addressing architecture and design 

 
The Figure 2-25 is modulo addressing logic circuit. The TAR is the top address register 
where the initial address of the memory is stored. The BAR is the bottom address register 
where the bottom address of the memory is stored. DAR will be loaded with the data 
starting address. By assigning the control signals for different multiplexers the values can 
be loaded in to the registers. For the multiplexer M2 the control signal determines if the 
circuit performs incremental or modulo addressing. If DAR is not equal to BAR then, 
DAR will decrement every cycle by one step. And similarly by replacing the DAR with 
CAR (coefficient address register), the coefficients can be fetched from the Tap Memory 
(TM). 

2.7.4.2.3 Bit Reversed Addressing Mode 

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is the one of the frequently used DSP algorithms in 
modern DSP applications. The FFT computation can be computed in Decimation in Time 
(DIT) or Decimation in Frequency (DIF). Both algorithms have the same addressing 
mode and also the same number of computations. The DIT algorithm involves nested 
loops for computations. After computation as per the algorithm it will be noticed that the 
bits are in the reverse order for the addressing. The MBS must be swapped with the LSB, 
(MSB-1) with (LBS-1) and so on until the bit integer is reversed. This addressing mode 
that supports FFT computation is called bit reversed addressing mode. At the HW level 
this is a very simple implementation of bit assignment and the cost is negligible. 
 





 

3 . Design Flow 

3.1 Assembly Language Manual Proposal 

3.1.1 Instruction Set Analysis 

Based on the application specific task the DSP processor is going to perform the 
instruction set is chosen and named as the junior instruction set. The junior instruction set 
will be used to analyze further for its problems and then a senior instruction set will be 
released after bench marking the junior instruction set.  
 
Following a conventional architecture of RISC processors there are basically three 
classifications of RISC instruction set. 
 
1. Move-Load-Store 
 
2. Arithmetic and Logic instructions 
 
3. Flow Control Instructions 
 
The move-load-store instructions will move data between registers, special registers, 
accumulator registers and memories. At least 2 memories will be required to do 
convolution. One memory will be used to supply the data and the other to supply the 
coefficients. It is obvious that two AGU will be required to run in parallel supporting 2 
memories during convolution instruction.  
 
As explained in the earlier chapter, the registers need to be freed to allow further 
computing. So the move-load-store instructions play an important role in data transfers 
between the register file and memories. 
 
The ALU instructions generally are the arithmetic, logic and shift instruction. Arithmetic 
instructions are addition, subtraction, absolute, increment, multiplication and 
accumulation, and compare. Shift instructions will include arithmetic and logic shift and 
rotate both ways. Logic instructions will include and, or, xor and invert. 
 
The program flow instructions are generally different types of jump, call and return. For 
using a call instruction we need to use a stack to keep the address pointer for return.  
 
For the memories we need addressing modes. The choice of addressing modes is made 
during the junior design. The most common addressing modes required in the DSP 
processors are memory direct, register indirect, post register, register decrement, modulo 
addressing and bit reversed addressing. 
 
Then the decision on the assembly coding style is decided. Usually it is a practice to keep 
the coding simple like  
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Mnemonics, destination register, operand A, operand B, [others] 

 
Then the assembly instruction set is then benchmarked to check if the hardware 
performance. The benchmarking is the process of testing the quality or performance of 
hardware or software based on specific program, data and configurations. 
 

3.1.2 Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and encoding 

3.1.2.1 Design Considerations 

Instruction set architecture is the structure of a computer that a machine language 
programmer must understand to write a correct program for that machine. The instruction 
set architecture is also the machine description that a hardware designer must understand 
to design a correct implementation of the computer. The instruction set architecture is 
sometimes known as the programmer’s model of the machine.  
The components of ISA are 
 
1. Instruction Set Format which describe the size and meaning of every field in the 

instruction. 
 
2. The nature of the fetch-execute cycle that are the things done before the operation 

code is known. 
 
Every instruction must specify what operation to perform. To make the hardware 
understand this there should be an unique code for every instruction. This unique code 
that identifies the instruction is called operation code also shortly called as the op code. 
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Figure 3-1: Instruction set types 
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Let is consider the example of ADD r1, r2, r3. Here add will have a specific op code in 
the instruction encoding. Similarly the hardware should know which is the operands A 
and B, where is the destination register as so on for other instructions. While encoding an 
instruction set it is always the designers desire to have as many registers and addressing 
modes as possible.  There are 3 choices in instruction set encoding as explained in the 
Figure 3-1. 
 
The instruction set is then encoded and optimal places identified for each sub field in the 
instruction. By doing this the cost of the decoder will be reduced, easier design and there 
will be an efficient Man Machine Communication (MMC). Finally ISA check list can be 
specified as 
 
1. Number of explicit operands that are need by the instruction set 
 
2. Operands storage like the number of registers 
 
3. Effective addressing modes that will be used to address the memory 
 
4. Type and size of the operands 
 
5. Number of operations and their type 
 
6. How are the conditions determined 
 
7. Encoding style 
 
The junior instruction set is benchmarked and testes for performance metrics. After 
carefully analyzing the junior, senior instruction set is designed and released with more 
instructions and better performance. 

3.1.3 Orthogonality 

When all the operands and addressing modes are available with any data types and 
instructions type the instruction set is considered to be fully orthogonal. An example of 
complete orthogonal processor is Motorola 68000. By making the processor instruction 
set orthogonal there will be structured instruction decoder as it will be very simple 
implementation and also easy scalable. However it is very hard to design a completely 
orthogonal processor in a fixed limited instruction length.  
 
Adding to instruction set encoding; it is recommended to keep sub field position 
consistency. The idea is to keep the position of the operand exactly in the same position 
in all the instructions. Consider that there are 16 instructions in an instruction set and 
overall of 16 general registers. The source operand 2 is always in the bit position 4:7. 
Position consistency is to place all these source operand 2 in the same position. By doing 
so, the ID will be simpler. If the source operand 2 is in different position then the ID will 
check if ADD then source operand 2 is in 2:5, if CMP then source operand 2 is in 4:7 
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thus forming an extra hardware multiplexer in the ID for every sub-field identification. 
The advantages of following the above two methods are 
 

1. Easy assembler and simulator design 
2. Simplified Assembly Instruction Set (AIS) 
3. Reduced hardware cost for ID design 
4. Efficient binary code 
5. Good MMC 

 
The trade off in achieving orthogonality and position consistency is very long instruction 
width to encode efficiently or to go for an ID design with extra hardware. 
 
After completing the instruction set analysis and architecture the Assembly Language for 
the processor can be documented with the instruction types, processor considerations and 
configurations, and instruction encoding for release. 
 

3.2 Micro architecture planning and design specifications 

The implementation of the senior instruction set with physical constraints as power and 
cost.  The micro architecture includes partitioning each instruction into several micro 
operations, allocation of hardware for micro operations and assigning micro operations to 
different pipeline stages. The input for the micro architecture design in the senior 
instruction set and the output for this phase will be a document of specification with all 
detailed hardware modules, interconnections, integration and naming conventions. This 
document will stand as the basis for the RTL implementation. A typical micro 
architecture design flow for an ASIP can be given by the flowchart in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2: Micro architecture design flow 
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3.2.1 Exposing Micro Operations 

A micro operation is arithmetic or logic computation specified in an instruction. The first 
step in micro architecture design is to expose all the micro operations of the instruction 
set under design.  
 
Micro operation could be one of the following 
 

1. Arithmetic or logic operation/computational step 
2. Connection between modules 
3. Flags  

 
Micro operations can be clearly exposed in the instruction in most cases. However there 
are cases when the micro operation is hidden and need to be exposed. One such case is 
the flag registers which will not be directly visible in the instructions. The assembly 
manual will hold the key for such micro operations. By looking at the ASM the designer 
can expose the micro operations of flags and also in the case of addressing modes like 
modulo addressing. Another case is the interconnection between modules called as 
busses. The bus transaction is typically hidden in the instruction set and it completely 
depends on the experience to expose such micro operations.  
 
Let us take an example of the following instruction multiply and accumulate 
 

MAC ACR1, R1, R2 
 
The micro operation for this can be represented as  
 

ACR1 ← ACR1 + guarded result of R1 * R2 
    

3.2.2 Partitioning and Scheduling 

Once all the micro operations have been identified and listed, they have to be allocated to 
the different modules of the processor path. The three paths were the micro operations 
will be allocated are 
 
1. Addressing Path 
 
2. Data Path 
 
3. Control Path 
 
Scheduling there instruction to the pipeline means that this will decide on the timing 
sequence of the different operations. In other words it is the pipelining of micro 
operations.  
 
The follow Figure 3-3 is a Werner diagram describing the pipeline inside a typical 
processor. The complete pipeline operations and timing is exposed in the Werner. The 
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Werner diagram could also be useful in predicting the critical path even before the 
Register Transfer Level implementation.  
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Figure 3-3: Werner diagram 

 
This is however applicable if the pipeline length is not too long. In such cases a cycle 
accurate timing diagram similar to Werner can be sketched. The advantage of cycle 
accurate timing diagram is that they can give accurate behavior of the system for many 
clock cycles. This is particularly helpful when dealing with asynchronous events. 
 
Let us reconsider the same example from the previous section of micro operation 
 

MAC ACR1, R1, R2 
 

Operation ACR1 � ACR1 + guarded R1 * R2 
 
Exposing micro operations 
Data path 

• Sign extend operand A 
• Sign extend operand B 
• Multiplication R1 * R2 
• Fractional result – Left shift by one 
• Add guard 
• ACR1 � ACR1 + guarded result of MUL 
• Changes flags Zero, sign, overflow 

Addressing Path 
• No micro operations for this instruction in the AP 
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Control Path 
• Default PC operation PC � PC + 1 

Bus transactions 
• Operand A bus from RF takes R1 
• Operand B bus from RF takes R2 

 

3.2.3 Hardware Multiplexing 

Hardware multiplexing is a technique to share the same hardware or functional unit for 
different operations based on control signal to its inputs. The following Figure 3-4 is a 
general concept of hardware multiplexing. 
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Figure 3-4: Hardware multiplexing 

 
As described in the earlier chapter, the Data Path is a typical example for hardware 
multiplexing.  
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Figure 3-5: Design flow for hardware multiplexing 
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The DP components are divided into 3 major parts the preprocessing, kernel and the post 
processing unit. The kernel is normally just an arithmetic and logic unit which gets the 
input and computes the output. The preprocessing based on the control signals will 
generate different inputs to the kernel. The post processing collects all the output 
processed by the kernel components and based on the control signal selects the output. 
The hardware multiplexing for Application Specific Integrated Processor (ASIP) can be 
given by the following Figure 3-5. 
 
After multiplexing the micro operation have to be integrated. The final step would be to 
integrate the DP, CP and AP. It is always preferred to check if all the micro operations 
have been mapped to the hardware before integration. During the integration the critical 
path should be identified. Sometimes the hardware multiplexing is used too much that it 
affects the critical path like in the case of the multiplier path. Most commonly it is 
noticed that the multiplier path is the longest and could be much longer due to the prolog 
and epilog functions added to the critical path. One way to overcome this is by adding 
extra components away form the critical path in parallel to shorten it which would 
increase the silicon costs. It is always a trade off based on the design requirements and 
specifications. 

3.2.4 Control Path Micro architecture Specification 

The Control Path is the most tricky design component in the processor design. The micro 
architecture of the CP involves  
 
1. Designing the Program Counter and Finite State Machine to manage the PC 

functionality. It involves all the consideration and constraints in assigning the right 
value to the program counter for all instruction, especially concerning the program 
flow instructions like the jump, call, repeat and return instruction. If the jump logic is 
a part of the PC module then the condition logic should be specified in the module 
specification. 

 
2. Designing the stack if there are any instructions that need the stack like call and return 

instruction. The stack is a very simple implementation of a LIFO. 
 
3. The specification and consideration in designing the loop counter. If the loop counter 

will support more than 1 instructions then an advanced loop counter need to be 
designed. Another way to handle with a small loop counter is to use a mealy machine 
in the finite state machine to check for the execution of n instructions. 

 
4. The design of the ID is part of the CP design and specification. The control signals 

and pipeline description of the system need to be clearly specified in this stage.  
 

3.2.5 Documentation 

The micro architecture is documented with all the necessary information to code it into 
RTL. In most cases it will be noticed that later during the design there has to be changes 
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in micro architecture specification. However it is not the same case with experienced 
designers. Every step as mentioned in the following chart is documented so that it is easy 
for the designer, the RTL programmer and user to review in case of need. Finally the 
micro architecture design specification document is released and the next step will be to 
convert this into RTL. 
 

3.3 RTL implementation 

The micro architecture design specification is the basis for RTL implementation. Based 
on the specification document the architecture is coded using an RTL language like 
VHDL, Verilog or system C. The choice of the language is completely up to the designer 
as there are advanced tools and synthesis support available in for every language. 
 
For beginners, before starting the RTL design it a very good idea to frame a coding 
convention that will be used in the RTL coding. This will help the designer to avoid 
mistakes, enable easy code reading and also avoid major problems like tri-states, latches, 
finite state machines, so on regarding the synthesizable RTL code. However there are 
tools that can help in identifying the above problems which check for the design coding 
rules. Designers can use these tools to make a synthesizable model. 
 

3.4 Verification 

The verification of the integrated system can be a very long and tedious process. There 
are basically 3 verification steps that can be followed to verify the processor  
 
1. The various modules of the processor like the MAC or ALU can be verified 

individually for its functionality. This can be done by building small test benches with 
corner cases that need to be check in the module. This is verification at the module or 
block level. Then the system can be integrated and test at a greater hierarchy in the 
schematic like the DP or AP.  

 
2. The system is integrated as per the specified pipeline. The testing is performed at the 

processor level schematic. Instructions are preloaded in to the Program Memory array 
without any data dependencies and tested for instruction execution. This can be done 
for every instruction to make sure all the instruction set works. This could be very 
tedious of all the verification steps. Later the instructions are checked for data 
dependency instructions to make sure the timing of the pipeline works correctly. This 
could be termed as the verification the instruction level. 

 
3. The final verification is at the application level. An application is written for the RTL 

to simulate and this will be verified in parallel with the behavioral simulator of the 
processor. The reason to have a behavioral simulator for the processor is to have a 
faster simulation time for the processor. Verification can be done by cross checking 
the simulator and RTL output.  

 
Debugging of the RTL code will be a part of every step in the verification process. 



 

 



 

4 . Data Path Design 

4.1 General Description about this processor 

The processor Senior is designed as a single issue DSP processor for applications 
including voice codec, audio decoder, bit manipulation, and program flow controller for 
video codec. The instruction set supports running basic kernels of BDTI benchmarking. 
This document describes the micro architecture design specifications of a simple DSP 
processor. Micro architecture design is the implementation of senior instruction set with 
all the constraints like hardware cost, performance, power etc. The off chip components 
and the surrounding environment is not described in this document like the interrupts, off 
chip DMA and, peripheral control and access. The processor core architecture is built on 
a four stage pipeline for single precision, and, five stage pipeline for double precision and 
memory load – store instructions. The details of the pipeline working and stages will be 
in the scope of this document.  
 

4.2 Architecture overview 

The DSP core consists of the Data Path, Control Path and the memories as in Figure 4-1. 
All the blocks receive control from the Control Path. The Control Path is composed of 
three main components: Program Flow Control, Program Memory and the instruction 
decoder. It also includes the hardware interface to the peripherals. The Data Path does all 
the computations in the processor based on the control signals. 
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Figure 4-1: Top level diagram of processor core 
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The Data Path on the whole is composed of the following components: Arithmetic and 
Logic Unit (ALU), Multiplication and Accumulation unit (MAC), Register File (RF), 
Register Bus and support for acceleration instructions. The memories consist of the data 
memories, Address generation Unit (AGU) based on the addressing modes supported by 
the processor. The bus architecture is also specified in the micro architecture 
specifications. 
 

4.3 Bus Topology 

It is good make the interconnection and busses clear during the DP design. The Figure 
4-2 explains the various buses in the processor architecture and their connection to the 
different modules of the processor. The various busses in the processor are given in the 
following Table4-1. 
 

Table4-1: Busses in processor core 

No. Description Bus name 
1 Operand A bus from RF rf_opa_bus 
2 Operand B bus from RF rf_opb_bus 
3 Address from AGU to DM0 dm0_addr_bus 
4 Data from DM0 to core dm0_data_bus 
5 Address from AGU to DM1 dm1_addr_bus 
6 Data from DM1 to core dm1_data_bus 
7 Address from PC in core to PM pm_addr_bus 
8 Data from PM to core pm_data_bus 
9 Immediate data from deocder id_data_bus 
10 Clocked control signals to various modules Clocked control signals 
11 Processor status  Flags bus 
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Figure 4-2: Bus topology of processor core 
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For Figure 4-2 every module to the processor inputs and outputs are defined. Like the PM 
takes the pm_addr_bus and generated the pm_inst_bus. This bus is read by the ID and 
writes control signals to various modules of the processor core. 
 

4.4 Register File 

4.4.1 General Purpose Registers 

The RF is the first level of computing buffer available in the processor core. The register 
file in Figure 4-4 is a set of 32 general purpose registers multiplexed to operand A and 
operand B. Every register can either take a value from the multiplexed input ports or keep 
their value as in Figure 4-3. The control signals generated to the register file unit are 
listed in . 
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Figure 4-3 : Register file design 

 

Table 4-2: Register file signal description 

Signal Name Description 

id_rf_rfin_sel Controls the value to rfin bus 
id_rf_rg0_sel.. 
id_rf_rg31_sel 

Controls the value to register, keep value or take a new value.  

id_rf_opa_sel Controls the operand A of register file 

id_rf_opb_sel Controls the operand B of register file 

id_rf_spl_mux_sel Controls the special register data to general register  

register_enable Enables the register file to be written 

id_rf_spl_mux_sel Controls the selection of the special register to be written 
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For conditional execution, the condition logic will be used to enable the register file. The 
preprocessing of the rf_in signal is done in the RF pre processing module and given to the 
register file.  
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Figure 4-4: RF top level architecture 

 

4.4.2 Special Registers 

The 16 bit special registers are the described the appendix. The special registers are 
located closed to the modules where they are used. Like in case of address0 register, top0 
register, bottom0 register and step0 register will be located inside the AGU. There will be 
interconnections from the RF to write register into special registers. In the case of 
instruction writing special register to register, interconnections from the special registers 
are made to a special data multiplexer which preprocesses the signals to the register file. 
In the above Figure 4-4 the spl_data_bus is the signal which carries the data from the 
special data multiplexer. 
 

4.4.3 Accumulator Registers 

The accumulator registers are 40 bit and located in the MAC unit for double precision 
and iterative computations. Accumulators are divided into 3 registers 16 bits wide. Every 
accumulator has 16 bit lower part register, 16 bit higher part register and 8 guard bits 
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stored in a 16 bit register. The guard registers are special register and they have the same 
properties like special registers. 
 

4.5 ALU 

4.5.1 Overall Design 

The ALU performs all single precision arithmetic. All the instructions in the ALU are 
executed in one cycle. The instructions supported by the ALU are listed in the . The 
control signals from the instruction decoder to the ALU are listed in . The micro 
operations performed by the ALU, the control signals involved with the micro operation 
and the ALU architecture are listed is the appendix and Figure 4-5 respectively. The carry 
out flag of the LED box is the value X, where X is the MSB of operand which it has 
computed as the lead.  
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Figure 4-5: ALU design and architecture of processor core 

 

Table4-3: ALU signal description 

Signal Name Description 

id_alu_opa_sel Controls the operand A to adder 
id_alu_opb_sel Controls the operand B to adder 

id_alu_cin_sel Controls the carry in to adder 

id_alu_cmp_sel Controls the max/min operation  

id_alu_led_sel Controls the leading count type to LED 

id_alu_logic_sel Controls the logic operation AND/OR/XOR 
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id_alu_shift_sel Controls the type of shift operation  

id_alu_rf_o_sel Controls the output of the ALU 

 
 
The flags check for the condition logic output before they are written. 
 

4.5.2 Shift unit 

The shift unit in the Figure 4-5 is just a normal implementation of a shift primitive. This 
has already been discussed in the previous chapter about the implementation of the 
shifter.  

4.5.3 Logic unit 

The logic is expanded in the Figure 4-6. The logic operations that the processor can 
handle is and, or and xor as listed in the instruction set.  
 
The operands required for doing the operations are the operand A and operand B. The 
logic unit will need a control signal to choose the type of logic operation to perform 
which is given in the Figure 4-6 by id_alu_logic_sel. 
 

 

id_alu_logic_sel 

  rf_opa_bus    rf_opb_bus 

   00    01    10 

 
Figure 4-6: Logic unit in ALU 

 

4.5.4 Saturation 

The saturation logic is a piece of code that will perform the saturation if there is a change 
in the guard bit. The saturation is noticed by the overflow flag. When the overflow flag is 
set there is an overflow and the result has overflowed or under flowed, meaning it cannot 
be expressed in the native word length. If the user needs saturation of the result then he 
can used the instruction that carry saturation to saturate the result. The saturation 
instruction will generate the id_alu_sat_sel signal which will saturate the result. 
 

4.5.5 MAX – MIN Operation 

The max min operation is controlled by the id_alu_cmp_sel as in Figure 4-5. The max 
min operation is just like subtraction. If the result of the subtraction is ‘0’ then the 
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operands are equal. Else the logic is similar to the one discussed in the earlier chapters to 
handle maximum and minimum operations using minimal hardware. 
 

4.5.6 Leading Count Operation 

The LED box in the Figure 4-5 represents the leading count. The leading count will count 
the number of bits that match the input of the LED. The LED input is multiplexed with 
values ‘0’,’1’, MSB of the operand to count what ever is leading and carry flag. Based on 
the instruction the control signal id_alu_led_sel is generated which chooses the input to 
LED. 
 

4.6 MAC 

The MAC unit takes double cycle for execution of all long instructions. The instructions 
supported by the ALU are listed in the . The MAC contains two 16 bit special registers 
for guard bits of the accumulator ACR0-ACR3. The accumulator is 40 bit providing 
double precision and the guard bits provide the iteration length. The data memories are 
used for data and tap coefficients. The control signals for MAC generated by the 
instruction decoder are given in Table4-4. The micro operations performed the MAC and 
the MAC architecture is given in appendix and Figure 4-7 respectively. The flags and the 
accumulators check for the condition logic output before they are written.  
 

Table4-4: MAC signal description 

Signal Name Description 
id_mac_opamul_sel (0) Controls the operand A to multiplier 
id_mac_opbmul_sel (0) Controls the operand B to multiplier 
id_mac_regop_sel (0) Controls the H/L/Reg pair operand to the operand b to adder 

mux 
id_mac_opasgn_mul_sel (0) Controls the data type of operand A to multiplier 
id_mac_opbsgn_mul_sel (0) Controls the data type of operand B to multiplier 
id_mac_opbadr_sel (2) Controls the operand B to the scaling mux 
id_mac_mux1_sel (2) Controls the operand A to the adder/subtractor mux 
id_mac_scale_sel  (2) Controls the scaling operation to rounding mux 
id_mac_rnd_sel (2) Controls the round operation to the inversion mux 
id_mac_inv_sel (2) Controls the inversion operation to the operand B of 

adder/subtractor 
id_mac_opaadr_sel (2) Controls the operand A to the adder/subtractor 
id_mac_sat_sel (2) Controls the saturation operation  
id_mac_macrx_sel_i (2) Controls the writing operation of the acr where ‘m’ is the h/l/g 

and ‘x’ is 0-3 
id_spl_mux_sel_i (2) Controls the selection of the special register 

 
The MAC contains 2 special registers storing the guard bits as depicted in Table4-5. 
Looking at the Figure 4-7 guard registers are not as depicted. The lower bits of the 
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gaurd01 are used for acr0 and the higher for acr1 respectively. Similar is the case for 
acr2-3. The registers and flags in the MAC are updated based on the control signals 
received from the instruction decoder. 
 

Table4-5: Guard register description 

Accumulator Guard Register 
ACR0 GAcr01[7:0] 
ACR1 GAcr01[15:8] 
ACR2 GAcr23[7:0] 
ACR3 GAcr23[15:8] 

 

4.6.1 Execution Cycle 1 and 2 

The signals marked as (0) in Table4-4 are executed as a part of the operand fetch stage. 
The operand fetch stage computes the sign and stores the operands into the operand 
registers as seen in Figure 4-7. The first execution cycle the operands are fetched from 
the operand registers located in the MAC and the signed multiplication is computed. The 
multiplication is the most critical and it is a good idea to have 2 execution cycles for the 
MAC to fasten the clock rate.  
 
In the second clock cycle the accumulator registers are read, necessary post processing 
can be applied by scaling, rounding and saturation units.  
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Figure 4-7: MAC design and architecture in processor core 
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4.6.2 Scaling 

The scaling is just a shifter which shifts as per the control signal id_mac_scale_sel. The 
values of the control signal are given in the appendix. Decision of the scaling factors are 
important and done during the instruction set analysis.  
 

4.6.3 Rounding 

When id_mac_rnd_sel is ‘1’ and id_mac_adr_opa_sel is ‘11’ rounding is performed as 
seen Figure 4-7. The value is rounded at the 16 bit from the LSB. The native word is 
[32:16] of the [39:0] as the guard bits and the lower part are eliminated.  
 

4.6.4 Saturation 

There are 8 guard bits which mean 256 iterations are possible without overflow. To know 
if an overflow has occurred to extract the native word, we have to check the guards. This 
is done by and all the bits from [38:31] to check if it is ‘1’ for signed negative maximum 
number and or all the bits from [38:31] to check if it is ‘0’ for signed positive maximum 
number. 
 

4.6.5 Native Word Extract 

The accumulator registers of the MAC are 40 bit where as the general purpose registers 
are 16 bit. After iterative computation the result as to be moved to the general registers. 
So the native word is extracted from the double precision. Before extracting the native 
word it is always a good idea to scale. Round, saturate and finally truncate the result. The 
native word in this processor is [31:16] as the higher part is guards and if we need to 
move the lower part of accumulator to general registers then a scaling or 216 can be 
applied using the control signal id_mac_scale_sel. 
 

4.7 Flags 

4.7.1 ALU Flags 

The flags are written to the flag registers. The flag registers can either keep their value or 
write a new value. The list of 8 flag registers available in the architecture are given in 
Table4-6. The architecture of various flags in the processor is given in Figure 4-8. 
 

Table4-6: Flag description for processor core 

Flag For signed computing For unsigned computing 

AZ ALU result is zero ALU result is zero 

AN ALU result is negative (ALU result has MSB set) 

AC ALU saturated (or carry out) ALU carry out 

AV ALU result overflowed no meaning 

MZ MAC result is zero 

MN MAC result is negative 

MS MAC result was saturated 

N/A 

(MAC does not support unsigned computing) 
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MV MAC result overflow (>40 bits), sticky 
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Figure 4-8: Flags design 

The ALU flags are available in the execution cycle. Some instructions can change the 
status of the flags and some do not. The instruction decoder generates the control signals 
along with the ALU signals for the flag registers. The general flag architecture of the 
various flags used in the processor core is given in the Figure 4-8. 
 
There is more than a logic that can set the ALU carry flag. Hence the ALU carry flag has 
a different architecture compared to the other flags. The carry flag is described in the 
Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9: Carry flag architecture 

4.7.2 MAC Flags 

The flag of the MAC are set in the second execution cycle. Each Flag register can either 
keep their value or write the available flag value into the register as described in Figure 
4-10. All the flags will check the condition enable to be written. 
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Figure 4-10: General flag architecture



 



 

5 . Control Path Design 

5.1 Pipeline Design 

5.2 Pipeline Architecture 

The pipeline of the system is described in  and in the Figure 5-1. The PC FSM generates 
the next PC value to the PC. The PC also controls the execution of the next instruction for 
program flow control instructions like inserting NOP or handling interrupts. The 
instruction register holds the next data to be decoded by the instruction decoder. The 
instruction decoder generates clocked control signals for the following pipeline blocks 
and also handles the immediate data for address generation or data computation. Apart 
from the MAC all the other blocks in the pipeline consume one clock cycle. The MAC is 
the only unit which consumes 2 clock cycles for execution. 
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Figure 5-1: Processor pipeline diagram 

 
Table5-1: Pipeline Specification 

Pipe RISC-E1/RISC-E2 RISC Memory 
load/store 

CISC-Convolution 

P1 IF: inst fetch IF: inst fetch IF: inst fetch 
P2 ID: inst decode ID: inst decode  ID: inst decode 
P3 OF: operand fetch OF+AG: compute 

addr 
OF+AG: compute addr 

P4 EX1: Execution (set 
flags) 

MEM: read/write MEM: read 

P5 EX2: only for MAC, WB: write back (if (send data from mem to 
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RWB load) mul) 
P6   MUL 
P7   Accumulation 

 

5.3 PC and PC FSM 

The Program Counter is controlled by the PC FSM as shown in Figure 5-2. The program 
counter register hold the address of next instruction to be fetched for the instruction 
decoder. The next instruction to be fetched is controlled by the PC FSM which generates 
the PC control signal based on the decoded instruction. 
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Figure 5-2: PC top level architecture 

 
The jump is handled by the jump decision logic which generates the jump signal when 
condition is satisfied or unconditional; as well for call and return the jump signal is 
generated.  
 
The FSM handles and generates control signals for the interrupts and program flow 
control instructions. Based on the FSM the next PC value described in Table5-2 is 
decided for the instruction to be loaded into the instruction register. The conditional 
jumps and delay instructions (CALL, JUMP and RETURN) are handled in the PC FSM 
shown in Figure 5-3.  
 

Table5-2: Next PC value and priority 

Next PC Priority Conditions 
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PC← 0 First Reset and hold on reset 

PC← ISE Second Interrupt in default state 

PC ← PC Second When single instruction loop, also 
in delay slots of jump, call or 
return 

PC ← LoopB Second When current PC = loop end 
address 

PC ← TA Third Target Address  

PC ← PC-1 Third In delay slots of jump, call or 
return 

PC ← PC+1 Default Default state and also in delay 
slots of jump, call or return 

 
 

PC ← PC+ 1/ISE 
/LoopB 

PC ← PC 
NOP 

PC ← PC + 1 

       PC ←PC+1 
           NOP 
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Figure 5-3: PC finite state machine 

 
The following pseudo code describes the different states handled by the FSM: 
 
S0: 
If reset=1 then  

PC<= reset address; 
Else if exception then   

PC<= exception load address; 
Else if Interrupt=1 then   

PC<= ISE; 
Else if loop=1 and PC=loop end address then  

PC<= loop begin address; 
Loop decrement; 

Else if jump (call or return) instruction=1 then 
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If delay=3 then s1; 
If delay=2 then s5; 
If delay=1 then s3; 
If delay=0 then s4; 

Else PC + +; 
End if;’ 
 
S6, S7, S8: 
If reset=1 then  

PC<=reset address; 
Else if exception then  

PC<= exception load address; 
Else if return = 1 then 
 PC<=TA (stack address) 
Else if jump=1 then  

PC<=TA (jump to address); 
Else PC<=Depicted operation 
End if; 
 
All other states: 
If reset=1 then 

PC<=reset address; 
Else if exception then  

PC<= exception load address; 
Else  
 Depicted state operation as in figure like PC<=PC+1 for state S1; 
End if; 
 
When handling the program flow instructions JUMP, CALL and RETURN the PC FSM 
will not handle interrupts. Only in the default state S0, the PC handles interrupts. The 
repeat instruction with single instruction to repeat will take one cycle to load the values 
into the loop start and loop end address register. So the PC has to keep the value for one 
cycle until the loop registers are set. The jump conditions are available in the condition 
table from ASM attached in appendix. 
 

5.4 Condition Logic 

The condition logic follows the specification in the Assembly Manual.  
 
The condition logic in Figure 5-4 is connected to the register file as register enable, PC 
FSM as jump decision, ALU and MAC as condition check. 
 
Based on the condition table in appendix the code is written for example  
 
Always @* 
 If alu_zero_flag = 1’b1 and id_cond_value=5’b00110 the condition_check =1’b1; 
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Else condition_check =1’b0; 
 

 

id_cond_value 

ALU_flags 

MAC_flags 

Condition Logic 
condition_check 

 
Figure 5-4: Condition logic block diagram 

 

5.5 Loop controller 

The loop controller is a sub module in the PFC and its architecture is described in Figure 
5-5. The loop controller keeps decrementing its value or takes a new loop value based on 
the control signal from the PFC and the loads iteration value when a new iteration value 
has to be written to the loop register. The simple loop controller does not support nested 
loops. When we have a nested loop the outer loop will be over written by the inner (new) 
loop value. The loop controller flag outputs a ‘0’ when loop register value is equal to 0 
and ‘1’ when it is still looping. The control signals of the loop counter multiplexer are 
described in Table5-3. 
 

Table5-3: Loop Counter Control 

pfc_lc_lv_sel id_lc_lv_sel Operation 
0 0 Keep Value 
0 1 Load Value 
1 0 Decrement Value 
1 1 Load Value 
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Figure 5-5: Loop Controller architecture 
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The loop counter contains special registers for storing the loop begin address and loop 
end address. When a repeat instruction is encountered the loopb and loope are written as 
in Figure 5-6. The only special case when the loopb and loope values are written 
immediately is the repeat one instruction, n times.  
 

 

LoopB 

id_pfc_loopb_value 

LoopE 

id_pfc_loope_value 

(Begin address) (End address) 

0 1 0 1 id_pfc_loopb
_sel 

id_pfc_loope
_sel 

 
Figure 5-6: Special loop registers 

 
The PC FSM handles this special case not as a normal repeat because it needs only clock 
cycle for the start and end to be written to loop special registers. Since all the 16 bits have 
been used to set the loop status flag, the number of iterations will be binary encoded as n-
1.  
 

5.6 Instruction Decoder 

The instruction decoder decodes the instructions and sends clocked control signals based 
on the instruction. There is no exact architecture for the decoder. However, every control 
signal will be an OR / AND of the instruction op code. Depending on the pipeline stages 
of the processor the clocked control signals are sent to various block of the processor 
core. The overall decoder module can be given by Figure 5-7. 
 

 

pm_inst_bus 

conrtol signals 

ID 

 
Figure 5-7: Instruction Decoder top level 
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5.7 Hardware Stack 

The stack is a simple Last in First out (LIFO) implementation and its top level is given in 
Figure 5-8. The stack depth is 16 and it stores the values during the Push and call 
instruction. The values are popped out of the stack during the POP and return instruction. 
The instruction decoder send control signals to the stack to select which value to be 
written to the stack by controlling the stack multiplexer read and write signals.  
 
 

rf_opa_bus 

pc_value 

id_stack_rd_en 

id_stack_wr_en 

    id_stack_mux_sel 

 reset 

clk 

stack_out Hardware 
 

Stack 

 
Figure 5-8: Hardware stack top level 

 



 



 

6 . Memory Subsystem and AGU Design 

6.1 Address Generation Units 

The following addressing modes specified in Table 6-1 are supported by the processor. 
The processor has four address generation units AG0-AG3. AG0 and AG1 support bit 
reversal and modulo addressing with variable step size. AG0-1 has special register to 
support modulo addressing as in Figure 6-1. 

6.1.1 Modulo and Bit reversed addressing unit 

 
Table 6-1: Addressing modes for AGU  

AM  Code Addressing model Coding Algorithm Specification 

INDR 000 Reg indirect Any R0-R31 A <= Rn 

INDX 001 Indexed Any AR0-3, Any R0-R31 A <= ARn + Rm 

INC 010 Post-add Any AR0-3 A <= ARn; ARn+=STn 

DEC 011 Pre-subract Any AR0-3 ARn-=STn ; A <= ARn 

OFS 100 Offset addressing Any AR0-3, offset A <= ARn + signed offset 

MINC 101 Post-add, mod addr Any AR0-3 A <= ARn; ARn+=STn 

ABS 110 Absolute Immediate 16’b A <= abs(16’b immediate) 

BRV 111 Bit reversal Any AR0-3 A<=BR(ARn), ARn+=STn 

 

Table6-2: AGU signal description 

Signal Name Description 

id_agx_opa_sel 
 

Controls the operand A to adder, x being the address 
generation module number 

id_agx_arg_sel 
 

Controls the value to address register 

id_agx_mode_sel 
 

Controls the type of addressing mode 

id_dmx_kpr_sel Controls the register to be written 

id_agx_dm0_sel Controls the address selection to DM0 

id_agx_dm1_sel Controls the address selection to DM1 

id_agx_step_sel Controls the step register value 

id_agx_top_sel Controls the top register value 

id_agx_btm_sel Controls the bottom register value 
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Figure 6-1: Architecture of AGU for modulo and bit reversed addressing 

 
Table6-3: Control signals for AGU 

No 
Addressing 
mode 

id
_a
gx
_o
pa
_s
el
 

 id
_a
gx
_a
rg
_s
el
 

 id
_d
m
x_
kp
r_
se
l 

id
_a
gx
_d
m
x_
se
l 

id
_a
gx
_m
od
e_
se
l 

 

1 000 xx 1 0 101 xx 
2 001 00 1 0 0RR 00 
3 010 10 0 1 0RR 01 
4 011 11 0 1 0RR 00 
5 100 01 1 0 0RR 00 
6 101 10 0 1 0RR 01 
7 110 xx 1 0 100 xx 
8 111 10 0 1 0RR 10 

 
Where RR is the register number and x in the control signals represent the address 
generation unit. 
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6.1.2 One step Incremental addressing unit 

AG2 and AG3 do not support modulo and bit reversal, and they have a step size of ‘1’ as 
described in Figure 6-2.  
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Figure 6-2: Architecture of AGU for one step addressing 
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Figure 6-3: Overall AGU top level 
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All the address generation units are available to both memory units DM0 and DM1. 
Based on the control signals the address generation unit is connected to the memory. The 
selection of the AGU to memory can be given by the Figure 6-3. 
 
The address register AG0-1 contain special registers top, bottom, step and address 
registers. Top and bottom to support modulo addressing, step register to support variable 
step size. The default value of the top and bottom register will be the ‘0’ and ‘maximum 
16 bit value’ respectively. However, these registers can be set using special register 
instructions. 

6.2 Memories 

6.2.1 Data Memory 

The data memories are single port static random access memory as in Figure 6-4. They 
take the address from the address generation unit and the data is present on the 
dmx_data_bus, where the x represents the data memory 0 or 1. 
 

 

DM 

  rf_opb_bus 

clk 

dm_addr_bus 

 write_enable 

dmx_data_bus 
   reset 

 
Figure 6-4: Data memory top level 

6.2.2 Program Memory 

The program memory is a single port static random access memory as in Figure 6-5. The 
program memory receives the address from the PC on the pm_addr_bus and generates the 
32 bit instruction on the pm_inst_bus for the instruction decoder. 
 

 

PM 

 pm_addr_bus 

pm_inst_bus 

reset 
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Figure 6-5: Program memory top level



 

7 . RTL implementation and verification 
 
For the RTL implementation the micro architecture design specification document serves 
at the golden source for downstream design. For beginners there could be a lot of 
amendments to the micro architecture specification during the implementation. It is 
always a good idea to update the document as and when changes are seen or done. Before 
the implementation it is preferred to have a coding convention as it will facilitate in 
review of design, easy code reading and disciplined RTL documentation. 
 

7.1 Choice of Implementation Language 

The most popular and successful Hardware Description Languages (HDL) in design flow 
are VHDL and Verilog. The main reason for their success is the availability efficient 
synthesis tools and methods for translation of the RTL designs into efficient gate level 
implementations. Apart for these some high level languages like systemC and 
systemverilog offer advanced modeling techniques and efficient verification methods. 
These languages would give the designer efficient verification process in the design. But 
there should be some synthesis support for these to be implemented which is not offered 
by systemC and systemverilog.  
 
The choice of the design language is much more than just a choice of the implementation 
language. It is about the whole design flow tool. The designer has to take a insight at the 
following before making choice of the RTL language 
 
1. Design entry tools 
2. Syntax checking tools 
3. Simulator 
4. Visualization and debugging tools 
5. Synthesis tools 
6. Static and Dynamic timing analysis tools 
7. Place and route tools 
 
If the design flow starts with C and then the designer should look at the tool choice 
available for the language of choice. And also usage of some automated tools will 
complicate the design and performance metrics.  
 
One argument is describing behavioral level models using HDL. Behavioral level models 
are higher levels of abstraction and engineers for the last decade having been exploring 
and using C for describing behavioral models. VHDL and Verilog give designers detailed 
control over the hardware and architecture.  
 
The choice of implementation language depends completely on the designer as VHDL 
and Verilog offer broad tool chains and support for design implementations 
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7.2 Coding conventions 

 

Language 

The language used is Verilog 2001 because of the available tool chain, easy data types 
and similar to C coding style 
 
Indentation 

Indentation should be 4 spaces. Tabs should not be used anywhere. Certain editors will 
replace 8 spaces with a Tab; this "feature" must be disabled. 
 
Clocking Scheme 

Everything must be synchronous to one and only one clock.  
 
Reset 

The reset is decided to be synchronous reset. 
 
Assignments 
In a combinatorial process blocking assignments have been used. 
In a sequential process, non blocking assignments have been used. 
 
Example: 
    always @* begin 
        foo = 2'b0; 
        if(bar_r == 8'd5) begin 
            foo = 2'b11; 
        end 
    end 
 
    always @(posedge clk) begin 
        bar_r <= bar_r + 1; 
    end 
 
Reason: Blocking assignment should never be used in sequential processes. Leda prefers 
blocking assignments in combinatorial processes mostly due to faster simulation time. 
 
Exception: Sometimes it is much easier to express something by using blocking 
assignments to temporary variables in a clocked process. Care must then be taken to 
avoid mismatch between simulation and synthesis. 
 
Sensitivity list 

For combinatorial processes, always @* has always been used. Anything less than 
Verilog 2001 will not be supported, so there is no question about listing individual 
signals. It is preferred always @* instead of always @(*) because ISE's built in editor is 
confused by the later. 
 
Tristates 
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Tristates have never been used except to model external buses in a test bench. (For 
example, if an external SRAM memory is used tristates will be needed on the data 
signals). Even though the synthesizers can often convert tristates into combinational logic 
for internal signals it is a cause for simulation/implementation mismatch. So avoid 
tristates. 
 
Naming Convention 

Inputs to a module should end in _i 
Outputs from a module should end in _o 
Exceptions: clk and rst should only be named clk and rst. 
 
Constants should use only uppercase, everything else should be lowercase. 
 
For state machines, parameter should be used to define the state names.  
 
A signal from the PC pipeline stage to the instruction memory could be named something 
like this: 
 
pc_imem_addr 
 
Program counter to instruction memory signal addr. 
 
GENERAL SYNTAX:  
 (Origin module)_(destination module)_(corresponds to which signal)_(sel/value/)_(input 
or output) 
 
In the fetch module the signal would be named addr_i. In PC it might not necessarily be 
named addr_o, it might also be named pc_o. The reason for not naming the port on the 
instruction memory as PC is that the instruction memory could just be a generic memory 
module and it would not make sense to create duplicate generic memory modules with 
only the ports renamed to match their usage. 
 
Example:  
For a signal used at the top level the signal is named something like the following for the 
signal that controls the operand to a multiplexer: 
 
dec_rf_opa_sel: dec means that the signal originated with the decoder  rf means that the 
signal is going to the register file _sel is a suffix used when the signal is used to select 
something, in this case something do with opa. (It is most probably used as the select 
signal of a multiplex.) 
 
The input on the register file would be named opa_sel_i. The output of the decoder will 
be named rf_opa_sel_o to indicate that this signal should go to the register file. (The 
decoder is a some what special case since signals from the decoder can go to almost any 
module. That is why it is necessary to prefix the signal with the destination module. This 
means that it will be hard to reuse the decoder module in another design as the names of 
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all signals are hard coded for this design. On the other hand, it does not make sense to 
reuse the decoder module in another design anyway for lots of other reasons). 
 
For registers and flip flops, _reg has been used as a suffix to distinguish them from 
combinatorial signals. The combitorial signals have been added with a suffix _sig. 
 
Suffix summary: 
_reg: flip flop 
_sig: signal 
_i: module input 
_o: module output 
_sel: MUX select signal 
 
Other naming conventions: 
 
VHDL reserved words have not been used in Verilog. 
 
Automated Checking 

Leda or Verilog parser can be used to verify a lot of these rules. Rules for example 
finding latches, sensitivity list problems, tri-state usage, and blocking/non-blocking 
problems.  
 

7.3 Verification 

It is the process of checking the design for functional correctness and satisfying the 
requirement specification. Verification is the most time consuming process. Below is 
some of the verification methods used for testing this processor. 

7.3.1 Compliance Testing 

The architecture of the Processor core is made from low level abstraction modules. Every 
module should be tested by making specific test benches. Compliance test is to verify the 
hardware and not the system. That is to check if the design complies with the 
specification. In this context the specification is related to hardware specification 
document and nothing with the specification of the application.  
 

7.3.2 Corner Testing 

After testing the modules individually then they are integrated at the component level like 
Data Path and tested for its corner cases. Corner case is nothing but some irregular parts 
of the design. That is when the processor core operates in the dynamic range limits, 
boundaries or margins. During corner testing, the flags, saturation, overflow, busses, 
memory interface, external components inter working and maximum range of every 
module are verified. 
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7.3.3 Random Testing 

After integration of the core the testing is done at the random instruction level without 
checking for data dependency. Once this is done the data dependency check is performed 
to check for any timing issues in the design. Random testing of the instructions are done 
and made sure most of the corner cases are verified. The random instruction generator is 
usually software which generates random instruction for specific instruction set, in our 
case the instruction set of this processor. The results of the RTL are verified with a 
behavioral model of the processor core also called the simulator. The simulator is 
supplied with the same randomly generated test vectors and the used for comparing the 
results of the RTL. 

7.3.4 Real Code Testing 

The method of verification of the design under test (DSP CORE) is depicted in the Figure 
7-1. The test bench contains the design under test, IO modules, clock generator, reset 
generator and memories. The Clock and reset generator generates the global clock and 
reset for the core model and other function units. The core reads for the port 10 when it 
reads an IN instruction and write to port 11 when it reads an OUT instruction. The 
memories (PM, DM0, DM1) are moved out of the core under test and interfaced to the 
core. The application that is being run on the core is mp2 audio decoder. The instructions 
are loaded into the PM from top level and the data required for processing is initialized 
into DM0 (>32KB). Based on the output generated in behavioral simulator in C and RTL 
differences, the debugging is done to rectify the code to match the simulator and RTL 
functionality. 
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Figure 7-1: Top level of application level verification 
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7.3.5 Regression Testing 

Finally regression testing is to verify if the other testing methods had changed the 
functionality of the design. In other words it to check for bugs introduced in the RTL 
when performing other tests. It is always a good idea to perform regression testing 
everyday by checking the error reports from the last night analyze the errors and fix the 
bugs. Make the necessary updates in the design and release a new version of design. To 
find out the bugs, corner testing and random testing could be performed. 

7.4 Debugging 

After the RTL has been implemented, during the verification process the RTL code 
debugging will be done in parallel with the verification process. The debugging and 
verification is a very long and tedious process. Once the verification process is finished 
the code is synthesized on to FPGA. During the synthesis process the code can be found 
with synthesizable errors like latches and changes done. 
 



 

8 . Results and Conclusion 
 
The processor Senior is a single issue DSP processor for applications including voice 
codec, audio decoder, bit manipulation, and program flow controller for video codec. The 
instruction set supports running basic kernels of BDTI benchmarking.  
 
The core includes Data Path, Control Path, and address path. The Data Path consists of a 
general register file, an ALU, and a MAC. The addressing path consists of four circuit 
modules, AG0-AG3. AG0-1 supporting modulo, variable size post increment addressing 
and bit reversal addressing. The Control Path consists of a PC FSM, a loop controller 
supporting REPEAT of subroutine up to 16 instructions. 
 
The DSP Processor core was simulated in Modelsim. The verification was carried out as 
specified in the verification chapter. The application level verification matched the output 
of the behavioral level processor simulator built in C. The MP2 decoder functions 
according to the specifications in both the behavioral level and structural level (RTL 
implementation).  
 
The Assembly instruction manual (ASM) was released with all the processor 
specification, instruction set and encoding standards for all instructions as mentioned in 
the Appendix II. The encoding standard was found to be refined and optimized for the 
present instruction set and specification.  
 
The micro architecture specification document was released with the micro architecture 
of all the modules of the processor. During the micro architecture design care was take to 
make all the signal, busses and module names as per the naming convention. The coding 
convention draft was released which was followed all through the coding phase. 
 
The micro architecture served as the golden source for the RTL implementation. DSP 
Processor core was built in Verilog 2001, tested and verified.  
 
The above results conclude that the processor functions as per the requirement 
specifications. One of the main motives behind this work is to facilitate students 
interested in embedded DSP processor design to follow this document for structured 
approach.  
 

8.1 Future Work 

Following the thesis work, there are a lot of things that could be taken up to complete the 
DSP processor. These following future works were not done due to shortage of time 
 
The main purpose of this thesis was to build the processor core. The structural level of the 
core has been built and verified for its functionality. Around the core of the processor 
there are other modules that reside out of the core. The following are some of the future 
work that could be undertaken  
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1. Interrupt Controller: This module handles the interrupts to the processor and is an 

external peripheral component.  
 
2. Timer: The timer makes sure that the current interrupt service or process is timed and 

assures completion of the task within or less than the specified time. 
 
3. DMA controller: As the name describes, this module acts as the interface between the 

core and memory making efficient data transfer with parallel execution.  
 
4. The main purpose of this thesis was building a DSP processor as described in the 

previous sections. The processor core would also serve another purpose. The 
Department of Electronic Engineering, Computer Engineering Division, Linköping 
University had planned the core to be used for the DSP course labs as well. For the 
students to easily understand the following could be done to facilitate their learning.  

 
a. The present design of the instruction decoder is customized and built 

completely based on the designer’s ideas. For the easy understanding of 
students the decoder could be built again with a more structure approach. 

 
b. The Assembly instruction manual could be more refined 

 
c. The micro architecture document could be polished and more information 

added for better reading. 
 
5. The I/O spaces and external peripherals in the design have not been implemented. 

This could be a possible future work to enhance the processor to handle interrupts and 
build I/O spaces as described in the ASM.  

 
6. The processor core was verified at the application level. However a random 

instruction testing would make sure that the processor works for every corner case. A 
random instruction generator based on the present instruction set can be built and 
processor core tested for functionality. 



 

Acronyms and Abbreviations 
 
DSP  Digital Signal Processing 
FIR  Finite Impulse Response 
IIR  Infinite Impulse Response 
FFT  Fast Fourier Transform 
AIS  Assembly Instruction Set  
DP  Data Path 
CP  Control Path 
ALU  Arithmetic and Logic Unit 
MAC  Multiplication and Accumulation 
LC  Loop Counter 
PC  Program Counter 
FSM  Finite State Machine 
HW  Hard Ware 
SW  Soft Ware 
ID  Instruction Decoder 
RF  Register File 
AGU  Address Generation Unit 
PM  Program Memory 
DM  Data Memory 
FF  Flip Flop 
KB  Kilo Bytes 
MMC  Machine to Man Communication 
MSB  Most Significant Bit 
LSB  Least Significant Bit 
LIFO  Last In First Out 
FIFO  First In First Out  
ROM  Read Only Memory 
RAM  Random Access Memory 
TTM  Time to Market 
WCET  Worst Case Execution Time 
ASIC  Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
ADC  Analog to Digital Converter 
DAC  Digital to Analog Converter 
DMA  Direct Memory Access 
RTL  Register Transfer Level 
RISC  Reduced Instruction Set Computer 
CISC  Complex Instruction Set Computer 
ISA  Instruction Set Architecture 
ASIP  Application Specific Integrated Processor  
HDL  Hardware Description Language 
TM   Tap Memory 
IF  Instruction Fetch 
EX  Execute 
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RD  Read 
OP  Operand Fetch 
ST  Store 
WR  Write 
EN  Enable 
WB  Write Back 
MEM  Memory 
MUL   Multiplication 
AG  Address Generate
 
 



 

1 Appendix – Senior Assembly Instruction Set Manual 
This appendix includes senior processor architecture and its assembly language manual. 

1.1 Register specification 

32 general registers, R0 to R31, are used as computing buffers. General registers can be 
addressed using 5 bits binary code. 32 special registers, SR0 to SR31, have special 
functions. They are addressed using 5 bits binary code and allocated either in the Control 
Path or in the address generator AGU or in MAC (guard bits). 
 

Appendix Table 1: Definitions of special registers 

Name Location Address code  Specification 

AR0 AG 00000 Address register 0 

AR1 AG 00001 Address register 1 

AR2 AG 00010 Address register 2 

AR3 AG 00011 Address register 3 

BOT0 AG 00100 Bottom for AR0 

TOP0 AG 00101 Top for AR0 

STEP0 AG 00110 Step size for AR0 

BOT1 AG 00111 Bottom for AR1 

TOP1 AG 01000 Top for AR1 

STEP1 AG 01001 Step size for AR1 

(FL0) CP 01010 Flags/settings reg (processor status register) 

(FL1) CP 01011 Flags/settings register (core control register) 

LOOPN CP 01100 Number of iterations in loop 

LOOPB CP 01101 Reserved (later: loop start address) 

LOOPE CP 01110 Reserved (later: loop end address) 

INTMASK CP 01111 Reserved (later: interrupt mask) 

Guards 0/1 MAC 10000 Guard of ACR0 and ACR1  

Guards 2/3 MAC 10001 Guard of ACR2 and ACR3 

 
Special registers (SR0 to SR31) can only be accessed with move instructions. Only 
general registers involves in arithmetic and load-store instructions. Processor status 
register (FL0) and core control vector register (FL1) are in the following  
 

Appendix Table 2:  Control and status registers 

NAME and specification Name Bit assignment 

ALU zero flag AZ FL0 [0] 

ALU sign flag AN FL0 [1] 

ALU carry/saturation flag AC FL0 [2] 

ALU overflow flag AV FL0 [3] 

MAC zero flag MZ FL0 [4] 

MAC sign flag MN FL0 [5] 

MAC saturation flag MS FL0 [6] 

MAC overflow flag (sticky) MV FL0 [7] 

Reserved (Later: Overflow/Underflow for hardware stack?)   
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Hardware stack pointer (4 bits) HWSP FL1 [3:0] 

Hardware stack overflow  FL1 [4] 

Reserved (later: Trace mode) TR FL1 [] 

Global interrupt enable IE FL1 [] 

Reserved (later: HW stack interrupt limit?) (4 bits)  FL1 [11:8] 

Bit reversed addressing enable (AR0-1) BREV FL1 [15] 

 
According to the specification of this table, the depth of the hardware stacks is16.  

1.2 Coding convention 

Instructions are classified into four groups: 
Appendix Table 3 : Instruction groups 

Group 
code 

Type[31:30] Specification 

00 Move-load-store Including memory access and register move instructions 

01 All arithmetic operations Including 16b arithmetic/logic/shift and 32b arithmetic instructions 

10 All program flow controls Including all jumps, calls, REPEAT, NOP, Sleep, SW-trap instructions 

11 Reserved for accelerations Reserved for all accelerators 

Arithmetic and logic instructions are further divided into six groups: 
Appendix Table 4: Arithmetic Instructions sub group 

Sub type 
code 

Subtype [29:27] Specification 

000 16b arithmetic instructions +/ - ABS, ++, --, |A| - |B|, |A-B| and AVG with/without CIN, SAT 

001 16b shift / rotate instructions Shift and rotate of OPA controlled by OPB 

010 16b logic and data manipulations Including logic, bit manipulation, and field manipulation 

011 32b single cycle instructions Long arithmetic and MUL with long result 

100 32b double cycle instructions MUL with 16b result and MAC 

101 Iterative multi cycle instructions Including convolution and repeat instruction 

 
Flags of the DSP core expose behavior of the recent results from ALU and MAC. Flags 
are specified in the following Appendix Table 5. 

Appendix Table 5: Flag specification (when a flag is "1") 

Flag For signed computing For unsigned computing 

AZ ALU result is zero ALU result is zero 

AN ALU result is negative (ALU result has MSB set) 

AC ALU saturated (or carry out) ALU carry out 

AV ALU result overflowed no meaning 

MZ MAC result is zero 

MN MAC result is negative 

MS MAC result was saturated 

MV MAC result overflow (>40 bits), sticky 

N/A 

(MAC does not support unsigned computing) 

 
Most move and arithmetic instructions can be conditionally executed. Because of the 
limitation of the instruction word width, conditional executions are not available when 
carrying long constants as immediate data or immediate address.  
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Some coding fields are coded for all applications through the manual. CDT is a 5-bit 
coding field for conditional execution and conditional jumps. 

Appendix Table 6: Testing flags for condition 

CDT Code  Description / specification Flag tested 

Conditions available for both conditional execution and conditional branching 

- 00000 Unconditionally true none 

. 00001   

EQ 00010 ALU equal/zero AZ=1 

NE 00011 ALU not equal/not zero AZ=0 

UGT 00100 ALU unsigned greater than AC=0 and AZ=0 

UGE/CC 00101 ALU unsigned greater than or equal AC=0 

ULE 00110 ALU unsigned less than or equal AC=1 or AZ=1 

ULT/CS 00111 ALU unsigned less than AC=1 

SGT 01000 ALU signed greater than AN=AV and AZ=0 

SGE 01001 ALU signed greater than or equal AN=AV 

SLE 01010 ALU signed less than or equal AZ=1 or AN!=AV 

SLT 01011 ALU signed less than AN!=AV 

MI 01100 ALU minus/less than AN=1 

PL 01101 ALU positive/greater or equal AN=0 

VS 01110 ALU has overflowed AV=1 

VC 01111 ALU has not overflowed AV=0 

MEQ 10000 MAC or MUL Equal MZ=1 

MNE 10001 MAC or MUL Not equal MZ=0 

MGT 10010 MAC or MUL greater than MN=0 and MZ=0 

MGE/MPL 10011 MAC or MUL positive or zero MN=0 

MLE 10100 MAC or MUL less than or equal MN=1 or MZ=0 

MLT/MMI 10101 MAC or MUL negative or less than MN=1 

MVS 10110 MAC was saturated MS=1 

MVC 10111 MAC was not saturated  MS=0 

reserved 11000   

reserved 11001   

reserved 11010   

reserved 11011   

reserved 11100   

reserved 11101   

reserved 11110   

reserved 11111   

 
Coding of ACRx (accumulator registers in MAC) is specified in following two tables. H 
stands for the higher part of the register using data range [31:16] and L stands for the 
lower part of the register using data range [15:0]. If there is no H or L in front of ACR, 
for example ACR0, a complete accumulator register will be addressed using data range 
[39:0]. 

Appendix Table 7: Coding of ACRx addressing 

ACRx code ACRx ACRx code ACRx 

00 ACR0 

 

01 ACR1 
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10 ACR2 11 ACR3 

Appendix Table 8:Coding of yACRx addressing 

ACRx code ACRx ACRx code ACRx 

000 LACR0 100 LACR2 

001 HACR0 101 HACR2 

010 LACR1 110 LACR3 

011 HACR1 

 

111 HACR3 

 
Memory addressing modes are:  

Appendix Table 9: List of most used addressing modes 

AM  Code Addressing model Coding Algorithm Specification 

INDR 000 Reg indirect Any R0-R31 A <= Rn 

INDX 001 Indexed Any AR0-3, Any R0-R31 A <= ARn + Rm 

INC 010 Post-add Any AR0-3 A <= ARn; ARn+=STn 

DEC 011 Pre-subract Any AR0-3 ARn-=STn ; A <= ARn 

OFS 100 Offset addressing Any AR0-3, offset A <= ARn + signed offset 

MINC 101 Post-add, mod addr Any AR0-3 A <= ARn; ARn+=STn 

ABS 110 Absolute Immediate 16’b A <= abs(16’b immediate) 

BRV 111 Bit reversal Any AR0-3 A<=BR(ARn), ARn+=STn 

 
All address computing algorithms are "right-aligned" using integer data type without 
saturation and rounding. There is no overflow check in hardware. Overflow is actually an 
implicitly mode of 216 operation.  
 
A binary constant is introduced by %, a decimal by (nothing) and a hexadecimal by $ or 
0x. Therefore, % and $ are only used to denote data types. For example:  
 
%0111 1111 1111 1111 = $7FFF = 0x7FFF = 32767 incase of 16’b 
%0111 1111 1111 = $7FF= 0x7FF = 2047 in case of 12’b (right aligned, integer mode) 
%0111 1 = $F = 0xF = 15 in case of 5’b 
 

1.3 Group wise instruction architecture and encoding standard 

1.3.1 Move and load-store instructions 

Move-Load-Store instructions consume one execution clock cycle.  
Appendix Table 10: Load-store-move instructions 

No Mnemonics OP code Description Operations 

00000 Special to general  Rd ← SRa 

00001 General to Special SRd ← Ra 

00010 Exchange General and special SRd ↔ Ra 

00011 Move accumulator to general Rd←Sat(Round(scaling(ACR))) 

1 Move 

00100 Move register to H/L accumulator H/L Acrd ← Ra 

push 00101 HW stack push Stack top ←Ra; sp++ 
2 

pop 00110 HW stack pop sp - -; Rd← Stack top 

3 Set 01000 Set Rd to immediate 16b Rd ← 16’b immediate 
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01001 Set SRd to immediate 16b SRd ← 16’b immediate 

4 Load 10000 Load general with DMx (MAM) Rd ← DMx(AM) 

10001 Store Dmx(MAM) with general DMx(AM) ← Rd 
5 Store 

10010 Store Dmx(MAM) with immediate 16b DMx(AM) ← Immediate 16’b 

in 10011 Port read Rd ← Port[PAM] 
6 

out 10111 Port write Port[PAM] ←Ra 

Ldrn 11000 Load repeated N times without Pipeline stall 
7 

Ldr 11001 Load repeated N times with Pipeline stall 
Rd ← DMx(AM) n times 

Strn 11100 Store repeated N times without Pipeline stall 
8 

Str 11101 Store repeated N times with Pipeline stall 
DMx(AM) ← Ra n times 

 
The stack size can be up to 16 positions. The stack size, the overflow and underflow 
checker shall be configurable in the assembly simulator. MOVE instructions can be 
conditionally executed if there is CDT code. SET cannot be conditionally executed 
because the code size is used to carries a 16’b constant. Binary coding of move and load-
store instructions is in Appendix Table 11. 
 

Appendix Table 11:Coding of instructions 

Instruction Coding 

1-2 Type[31:30]; spl[27];OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12];  

1 Type[31:30]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; ACRa[13:12]; Scaling[10:8]; R[6]; S[5]; CDT[4:0];  

1 Type[31:30]; OP[26:22]; yACRd[19:17]; Ra[16:12]; CDT[4:0];  

3 Type[31:30]; spl[27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; K[15:0];   

4-5 Type[31:30]; AM[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd/Ra[21:17]; DM[16]; A[15:0]; 

5,6 Type[31:30]; AM[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd/Ra[21:17]; DM[16]; K[15:0];  

7-8 Type[31:30]; AM[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd/Ra[21:17]; DM[16]; Step[15:12]; Rb[11:7]; N[4:0]; 

 
In instructions R[6] and S[5] denotes rounding and saturation respectively 

Appendix Table 12: Rounding and Saturation operation 

R[6] or S[5] Description 

0  Round/Saturation off 

1 Round/Saturation on 

 
In instructions DM [16] are used to select the Data Memory 0 or 1 respectively. Scaling is 
determined as defined in . If scaling [10:8] = 111 then shift by 16 occurs which will give 
L of ACR0..3. If scaling [10:8] = 000 then H of ACR0..3 is selected. AM [29:27] is used 
to determine the addressing mode as defined in Appendix Table 9. In instruction 4-5, A 
[15:0] is used for absolute addressing, Rd [21:17] is for all load instructions and 
Ra[21:17] is for all store instructions (4-8). In instruction 7-8 the useful addressing modes 
can be INC, DEC and ABS as described in . N[4:0] is to represent N, the number of 
repeated load or store to perform. N[4:0]=0 represents 32 repetitions. In instruction 4 and 
5 the memory addressing mode determines if there is a 16’b immediate for absolute 
addressing A[15:0], if its increment or decrement addressing mode as specified in 
Appendix Table 9. In instruction 7-8 the Rb[11:7] determines indirect addressing mode as 
explained in the previous instruction 4-5. 
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1.3.2 Short (16b) Arithmetic instructions 

General arithmetic instructions are based on operands from general register file. OPA, 
OPB, and destination registers are from the general register file R0…R31. OPB can also 
be a constant. Arithmetic instructions are given in the following .  

Appendix Table13: General Arithmetic instructions 

No Mnemonics OP code Description Operation 

00000 
ADDN 

00001 
Addition without flag change 

00010 
ADDC 

00011 
Addition with carry in  

00100 
ADDS 

00101 
Addition with saturation  

00110 

1 

ADD 
00111 

Addition  

Rd ← ra + rb 

Rd ← ra + 12’b imm 

12’b imm are right aligned 

 

01000 
SUBN 

01001 

Subtraction without flag 
change 

01010 
SUBC 

01011 
Subtraction with carry in 

01100 
SUBB 

01101 
Subtraction with saturation 

01110 

2 

SUB 
01111 

Subtraction  

Rd ← rb - ra 

Rd ← 12’b imm – ra 

12’b imm are right aligned 

10000 Compare (ra, rb) 
3 CMP 

10001 
Compare 

Compare (ra, 16’b imm) 

10010 Rd ← max (ra, rb) 
4 MAX 

10011 
Maximum 

Rd ← max (ra, 12’b imm) 

10100 Rd ← min (ra, rb) 
5 MIN 

10101 
Minimum 

Rd ← min(ra,12’bimm) 

6 ABS 10110 Absolute Rd ← abs(ra) 

 
The flag specification follows  in this document. Coding of arithmetic instructions are 
given in . Immediate instructions cannot be conditionally executed because of the code 
size limitation when an instruction carries a 12’b constant. The only exceptional 
immediate instruction is compare which carries a 16’b constant. 

In the following table, the type code uses the coding field [31:30], the sub type code uses 
coding field [29:27], and the operation code field OP uses the coding field [26:22]. 

 

Appendix Table14 :Coding of Arithmetic instructions 

Instruction Coding 

1-2, 3-6 R Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12]; Rb[11:7]; S[5]; CDT[4:0];  

1-2, 4-6 K Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12]; K[11:0] 

3 K Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; K[20:17]; Ra[16:12]; K[11:0] 
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S[5] denotes saturation as in .  

Appendix Table15 :Rounding and Saturation operation 

S[5] Description 

0  Saturation off 

1 Saturation on 

 

1.3.3 Short (16b) Logic and data manipulations 

Logic instructions are given in .  

Appendix Table16: Logic operations 

No Mnemonics OP coding Description Operation 

00000 
ANDN 

00001 
And without flag change 

00010 
1 

AND 
00011 

And  

rd ← and (ra, rb) 

rd ← and (ra, 12’b imm) 

00100 
ORN 

00101 
Or without flag change 

00110 
OR 

00111 
Or  

rd ← or (ra, rb) 

rd ← and (ra, 12’b imm) 

01000 
XORN 

01001 
Xor without flag change 

01010 

2 

XOR 
01011 

Xor  

rd ← xor (ra, rb) 

rd ← and (ra, 12’b imm) 

AND 10001 Reset flags and (flags, k) 

OR 10011 Set flags or (flags, k) 3 

XOR 10101 Toggle flags xor (flags, k) 

10000 
Count left leading 0's in Ra 

and save in Rd  

10001 
Count left leading 1’s in Ra 

and save in Rd 

10010 
Count left leading identical x 

in Ra and save in Rd 

4 LED 

  

rd ← led (ra) 

Results are in Rd which is addressed as the destination register.  

The flag specification follows part of  in this document. Coding of logic instructions are 
given in , which is the same as the binary coding for arithmetic instructions in . In the 
following table, the Type code uses the coding field [31:30], the sub type code uses 
coding field [29:27], and the operation code field OP uses the coding field [26:22]. 

Appendix Table17 :Coding of Logic instructions 

Operands Coding 

1-2, 4 R Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12]; Rb[11:7]; CDT[4:0];  

1-2, 4 K Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12]; K[11:0] 
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3  Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; K[20:17]; K[11:0] 

The constant is 12’b immediate due to the size of instruction.  
 

1.3.4 Short (16b) shift instructions  

Shift instructions are given in . 

Appendix Table18 :Shift instructions 

No Mnemonics OP coding Description Operation 

00000 
1 ARS 

00001 
Arithmetic right shift 

Rd ← ars (ra, rb) 

Rd ← ars (ra, 5’b imm) 

00010 
2 LRS 

00011 
Logic right shift 

Rd ← lrs (ra, rb) 

Rd ← lrs (ra, 5’b imm) 

00100 
3 ALS 

00101 
Arithmetic right shift 

Rd ← als (ra, rb) 

Rd ← als (ra, 5’b imm) 

00110 
4 LLS 

00111 
Logic left shift 

Rd ← lls (ra, rb) 

Rd ← lls (ra, 5’b imm) 

01000 
5 RR 

01001 
Right rotate without C 

Rd ← rr (ra, rb) 

Rd ← rr (ra, 5’b imm) 

01010 
6 LR 

01011 
Left rotate without C 

Rd ← lr (ra, rb) 

Rd ← lr (ra, 5’b imm) 

01100 
7 RRC 

01101 
Right rotate with C 

Rd ← rrc (ra, rb) 

Rd ← rrc (ra, 5’b imm) 

01110 
8 LRC 

01111 
Left rotate with C 

Rd ← lrc (ra, rb) 

Rd ← lrc (ra, 5’b imm) 

 

Default operation is shift to carry for all shift operations. FAC is carry flag. Rb or 
immediate 5’b denoted the number of shift. The MSB in Rb[4] or in 5’b immediate is 
reserved for future enhancement. Results are in Rd which is addressed as the destination 
register. The behavioral descriptions of shift instructions are in . 

 

Appendix Table19 :Behavior description of shift - rotate instructions 

 Function Result Specification 

1 Arithmetic right shift {N’A[15], A[15-N:N]}; FAC <= A[N-1] 

2 Logic right shift {N’0, A[15-N:N]}; FAC <= A[N-1] 

3 Arithmetic left shift Sat {A[15-N:0], N’0}; FAC <= A[15-N+1]} 

4 Logic left shift {A[15-N:0], N’0}; FAC <= A[15-N+1]  

5 Right rotation with FAC {FAC, A[15:N]} if N=1; {A[N-2:0], FAC, A[15:N]} if N>1;  

FAC <= A[N-1] 

6 Right rotation without FAC {A[N-1:0], A[15-N:N]} 

7 Left rotation with FAC {A[15-N:0], FAC} if N=1; {A[15-N:0], FAC, A[15:15-N+2]} if N>1; 

FAC <= A[15-N+1] 
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8 Left rotation without FAC {A[15-N:0], A[15:15-N+1]} 

 

The flag specification follows part of  in this document. Saturation / Carry out flag will 
not be used except for rotate with carry. Coding of shift instructions are given in , which 
is the same as the binary coding for arithmetic instructions in . Operand B is a 5’b 
immediate data when a constant is used. Rb[4:0] = 00000 means no shift and Rb[4:0] = 
01111 means shift of 15 bit from the original position. In the following table, the Type 
code uses the coding field [31:30], the sub type code uses coding field [29:27], and the 
operation code field OP uses the coding field [26:22]. 

Appendix Table20 :Coding of Shift instructions 

Operands Coding 

1-8 R Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12]; Rb[11:7]; S[5];CDT[4:0];  

1-8 K Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Rd[21:17]; Ra[16:12]; K[11:7]; S[5];CDT[4:0];  

 

1.3.5 32b single cycle instructions 

In single cycle double precision instructions are for long arithmetic computing gives 32 
bits results after saturation operation. 8 guard bits are used inside the MAC unit giving 40 
bits internal resolution.  
 
1. 8 guard bits are added on operands before 32 bits computing in . 

2. 1 sign extension bit or a zero bit is added to OPA / OPB before multiplication.  

3. 6 guard bits are added before accumulation after integer multiplication. 

4. 5 guard bits are added before accumulation after fractional multiplication. 

Appendix Table21: long arithmetic computing instructions 

No. Mnemonics OP code Description Operation 

00000 Acrd ← acra+ acrb 

00001 Acrd ← acra + ra:0 

00010 Acrd ← acra + sign:ra 
1 ADDL 

00011 

Long Addition 

Acrd ← acra + ra:rb 

00100 Acrd ← acra - acrb 

00101 Acrd ← acra - ra:0 

00110 Acrd ← acra - sign:ra 
2 SUBL 

00111 

Long Subtraction 

Acrd ← acra – ra:rb 

01000 Compare acra, acrb 

01001 Compare acra, ra:0 

01010 Compare acra, sign:ra 
3 CMPL 

01011 

Long Compare 

Comare acra, ra:rb 

01100 Acrd ← abs(acra) 
4 ABSL 

01101 
Long Absolute 

Acrd ← abs( sat(H/L ra)) 

10000 Acrd ← neg(acra) 
5 NEGL 

10001 

Long Negation  

 Acrd ← neg(sat(H/L ra)) 

6 MOVEL 10100  Long move Acrd ←  ra:rb 
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10101 Acrd ← sat(H/L ra) 

 
For moving from ACR to general register, yACRx as operands have been classified in 
section Appendix Table 8 of this document. 
ACR operations are: 

Appendix Table22 :ACR-processing on accumulation registers 

No.  Mnemonics OP code Description Operation 

7 CLR 10110 ACRm Acrd ← 0 

8 PostOP 11000 ACRm Acrd ← sat (round (scale( acra))) 

 

The flag specification follows  in this document. Coding of arithmetic instructions are 
given in Appendix Table24. In the following table, the Type code uses the coding field 
[31:30], the sub type code uses coding field [29:27], and the operation code field OP uses 
the coding field [26:22]. 

In instructions Ra, Rb or Rd is a general register R0…R31. ACR is an accumulator 
register ACR0…ACR3.  

Appendix Table23 :Coding of Long arithmetic instructions 

Inst Coding 

1-3, 5-
6, 8-9  

Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Scale[21:19]; ACRd[18:17]; ACRa[13:12]; ACRb[11:10]; R[6]; 
S[5]; CDT [4:0] 

1-3 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; ACRd[21:20]; ACRa[13:12]; Rb[11:7]; CDT [4:0] 

4-6 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; ACRd[21:20]; Ra[16:12]; Rb[11:7]; H/L[6]; S[5]; CDT [4:0] 

1-3 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; ACRd[18:17]; Ra[16:12]; Rb[11:7]; ACRa[6:5]; CDT [4:0] 

 
R[6] denotes rounding and S[5] denotes saturation.  

Appendix Table24: Rounding and Saturation operation 

R[6] or S[5] Description 

0  Rounding/Satuation off 

1 Rounding/Satuation on 

 
The H/L[6] denotes high or low of operand Ra. Operands are given following .  
 

Appendix Table25: Prepare operands for long arithmetic computing 

H/L[6] Description Operation 

0  General register low {24'bR[15], R[15:0]} 

1 General register high {8'bR[15], R[15:0], 16’b0} 

 Register pair {8b’Ra[15], Ra[15:0], Rb[15:0]} 

 
Instruction 7 uses only R0…R31 as operands. The S1[6] and S2[5] are used to indicate 
signed or unsigned for Ra and Rb respectively as per . ACRd which is an accumulator 
ACR0...ACR3, is the destination register for all instructions.  
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Appendix Table26: Denoting the type of operand  

S1[6] or S2[5] Description Operation 

0  Unsigned Unsigned Ra or Rb 

1 Signed Signed Ra or Rb 

 
The Scale [21:19] is as per following . 

Appendix Table27: Scaling factor 

Scaling factor[21:19] Type of Scaling 

000 1 

001 2 

010 4 

011 0.5 

100 0.25 

101 0.125 

110 0.0625 

111 2^16 

 

1.3.6 Double Cycle MAC instructions 

The double cycle instructions include MAC 
 

Appendix Table28: Multiplication and MAC instructions 

No Mnemonics OP code Description Operation 

1 MAC 00001 Multiply and accumulate Acrd ← acrd + Scaling (( (S/U) ra * (S/U) rb)) 

2 MDM 00010 Multiply and diminish Acrd ← acrd - Scaling(( (S/U) ra * (S/U) rb)) 

3 MUL 00000 Multiplication Acrd ← Sacling(( (s/u) ra * (s/u) rb )) 

 
These are the only instructions in the processor consuming double execution cycles. The 
coding style of the instructions is given in . 
 

Appendix Table29: Coding of double cycle instructions 

Instructions Coding 

1-2 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Scale[21:19]; ACRd[18:17]; Ra[16:12]; Rb[11:7]; 
S1[6]; S2[5]; CDT [4:0]] 

 
Ra and Rb are from general register file R0…R31. Acrd is one of the ACR0…ACR3. 
The scaling follows the .When Scale [21:19]=000, the result will be integer and when 
scaling [21:19]=011, the result will be fractional. S1 [6] and S2 [5] are denoted as 
specified in . However, more down scaling can be done to manage iteration length more 
than 256.  
 

1.3.7 Iterative instructions 

The convolution instruction and the auto correlation instruction are specified in . 
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Appendix Table30: Iterative vector instruction without loop control overhead 

No Mnemonics OP code Description Operation 

1 CONV 00000 Convolution  Acrd ← acrd +/- Scaling(DM0(AM) * DM1(AM)) 

 
The leading instruction for a multiple-instruction multiple-cycle subroutine is specified in 
the . By running this instruction, M instructions after REPEAT will be repeated N times. 
During REPEAT, interrupts must be masked. 
 

Appendix Table31: No overhead loop control instruction 

No Operation OP code Description Operation 

2 REPEAT 00001 Repeat M instructions N times M instruction after repeat Perform N times 

 
Binary machine coding of iterative instructions is given in .  
 

Appendix Table32 :Coding of iterative instructions 

Instruction Coding 

CONV Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:22]; Scaling[21:19]; ACRd[18:17]; AM0[14:12]; 
AM1[10:8]; Q[3]; 

Repeat Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:27]; OP[26:23]; M[22:16]; N[11:0] 

 
For CONV, DM0 is used for data buffer and DM1 is used for coefficient buffer. Pre 
operations of CONV include sending the iteration length N to LNR, the loop register 
SR10; loading the top of the FIFO-0 in DM0 to TPR0(SR1); load bottom of the FIFO-0 
to BTR0(SR2). Data in DM1 may require modulo addressing or not. It modulo 
addressing is required for accessing data in DM1, extra operations are: loading the top of 
the FIFO-1 in DM1 to TPR1(SR5); load bottom of the FIFO-1 of DM1 to BTR1(SR6). 
Finally, AR0 as the data pointer of DM0 should be loaded; to AR1 as the data pointer of 
DM1 should be loaded. In CONV instruction the AM0 and AM1 denotes the addressing 
modes of DM0 and DM1 respectively. The Q[3]=0 denotes convolution ‘add’ (+) and 
Q[3]=1 denotes convolution ‘sub’ ( - ). 
Depending on the addressing mode convolution (with one FIFO buffer) or auto 
correlation (with two FIFO buffers) can be performed. The scaling is done as discussed in 
section 0 
 
For REPEAT, 12 bits are loaded for N - supporting the iteration length up to 4095, and 7 
bits are loaded for M - supporting the program length up to 127 instructions. There is no 
flag computing during iterative computing. After iterative computing, the saturation 
computing will be performed while moving data from ACR to Rd. The PostOP with 
round and saturation (ACR<=Saturate(round(ACR))) is strongly suggested instruction to 
run before moving data from ACR to Rd. 
 

1.3.8 Program flow control instructions 

The program flow instructions include Jump, Call, NOP, RET and Sleep. Jump and call 
are described in .  
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Appendix Table33: Flow control instructions 

No Mnemonics OP code Description Operation 

00000 If true PC ← Ra  
1 JUMP 

00001 
Jump to target address 

If true PC ← 16’b K  

00010 PC ← Ra 
2 CALL 

00011 
Call a sub routine, stack PC 

PC ← 16’b K 

 
Other flow control instructions, including NOP, RET and sleep, are given in the . 

Appendix Table34 :other instructions for program flow control 

No. Operation Code Specifier Description 

3 NOP 00100 No No operation, this instruction is used for time shimming 

Ret 00110 HW stack pop and Not flag return for CALL 
4 

Reti 10000 

 

 HW stack pop With flag return for interrupt 

01010 Sleep the core and wake up by a timer or by an I/O pin 
5 Sleep 

01011 
Pin or Timer 

Different sleep modes based on immediate 16’b 

 
The jump and call instruction specify the number of delay slots to follow after the jump is 
encountered. If J[28:27]=11 then the first 3 instructions following the jump will always 
be executed and if J[28:27]=00 then 3 NOP will follow the jump instruction. The jump 
and call instructions use the same way to get target address. The way of target addressing 
is also used to diff the binary coding in .  
 

Appendix Table35: Coding of jump and call instructions 

TA or Instruction TA coding TA addressing Coding 

direct 0 TA<=K[15:0] Type[31:30]; TA[29]; OP[26:22]; K[21:6]; J[5]; CDT[4:0]; 

 indirect 1 TA<=Rx Type[31:30]; TA[29]; OP[26:22]; Ra[16:12]; J[5]; CDT[4:0];  

3-5 N/A  Type[31:30]; OP[26:22]; K[15:0]; 

When TA is direct address, immediate data or register value will be the new PC value 
when jump is taken. When TA is indirect address, immediate data or register value will 
be added to the PC value when jump is taken. The immediate value and register value can 
be positive and negative and the data range of TA is the range of PC. 

1.3.9 Accelerated instructions 

Instructions added after the design of the processor core is called "accelerated 
instructions". Coding of accelerated instructions is given in the following . 

Appendix Table36: Coding of accelerated instructions 

Instruction feature Subtype code Coding 

The instruction using Ra and Rb 00 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:28]; Custom code 
[27:10]; Ra[9:5]; Rb[4:0] 

The instruction collect result to Rd 

 

01 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:28]; Custom code 
[27:10]; Rd[9:5]  

The instruction do not use general 
registers 

10 Type[31:30]; Subtype[29:28]; Custom code[27:0] 
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In Subtype code, the MSB refers to using general register when 0x, and does not use 
general register when 1x. When the MSB is 0, the LSB being 0 means source register and 
LSB being 1 means destination register. 
 
When the simulator find the type code [31:30] = 11, the simulator calls the subroutine (or 
API) of accelerated instructions. Accelerated instructions will be specified by users. 
 

1.4 Instruction Encoding 
move-load-store 

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

00...00000dddddaaaaa............ move rd,sra; 

00...00001dddddaaaaa............ move srd,ra; 

00...00010dddddaaaaa............ exch rd,sra; 

00...00011ddddd...AA.sss.rsccccc move cdt rd,acra; rd<=scaling(sat(rnd(acra))) 

                                                   r<=rnd s<=sat <= factor 16 for yacrx 

00...00100.....aaaaa............ push ra; 

00...00101ddddd................. pop rd; 

00...00110..HDDaaaaa.......ccccc move cdt H/Lacrd,ra; H<=high/low 

00...01000ddddd.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii set rd,#imm16; 

00...01001ddddd.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii set srd,#imm16; 

00mmm10000dddddqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa lod rd,dmx(mam); a<= absolute address 

  00010000dddddq....bbbbb....... RR<=Address register b<=register for AGU 

  00110000dddddq.RR.bbbbb....... RR<=Address register  

  01010000dddddq.RR............. RR<=Address register 

  01110000dddddq.RR............. RR<=Address register 

  10010000dddddq.RRLLLLLLLLLLLLL RR<=Address register L<= OFFSET 

  10110000dddddq.RR............. RR<=Address register 

  11010000dddddqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa RR<=Address register a<=ABS   

  11110000dddddq.RR............. RR<=Address register  

00mmm10001aaaaaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa str dmx(mam),ra; q<=dm 0/1; m<=addressing mode 

  00010001aaaaaq....bbbbb........ RR<=Address register b<=reg indirect addressing 

  00110001aaaaaq.RR.bbbbb........ RR<=Address register b<=reg indexed addressing 

  01010001aaaaaq.RR............. RR<=Address register 

  01110001aaaaaq.RR............. RR<=Address register 

  10010001aaaaaq.RRLLLLLLLLLLLLL RR<=Address register L<= OFFSET 

  10110001aaaaaq.RR............. RR<=Address register 

  11010001aaaaaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa RR<=Address register a<=ABS   

  11110001aaaaaq.RR............. RR<=Address register  

00mmm01100AAAAAqiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii str dmx(mam),#imm16; A<=reg indirect addressing  

  00001100AAAAAqiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii –- register indirect mode  

00...10010ddddd.pppppppppppppppp in rd,IO(PAM); 

00...10011aaaaa.pppppppppppppppp out IO(PAM),ra; 

00mmm11100dddddqssssbbbbb..iiiii ldrn rd,dmx(...),n; rd<=dmx n times stall PL  

00mmm11101aaaaaqssssbbbbb..iiiii strn dmx(...),ra,n; rd<=dmx n times stall PL s<=step 

16b arith  

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

0100000000dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc add n cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100000001dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii add n rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100000010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc add c cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100000011dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii add c rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100000100dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc add s cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100000101dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii add s rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100000110dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc add cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100000111dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii add rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100001000dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc sub n cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100001001dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii sub n rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100001010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc sub c cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100001011dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii sub c rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100001100dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc sub s cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100001101dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii sub s rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100001110dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc sub cdt rd,ra,rb; 
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0100001111dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii sub rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100010000.....aaaaabbbbb..ccccc cmp cdt ra,rb; 

0100010001.iiiiaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii cmp ra,#imm16s; 

0100010010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc max cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100010011dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii max rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100010100dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc min cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100010101dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii min rd,ra,#imm12s; 

0100010110dddddaaaaa......sccccc abs cdt rd,ra ;s<=sat/notsat 

16b logic 

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

0101000000dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc and n cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0101000001dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii and n rd,ra,#imm12; 

0101000010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc and cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0101000011dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii and rd,ra,#imm12; 

0101000100dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc or n cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0101000101dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii or n rd,ra,#imm12; 

0101000110dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc or cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0101000111dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii or rd,ra,#imm12; 

0101001000dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc xor n cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0101001001dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii xor n rd,ra,#imm12; 

0101001010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc xor cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0101001011dddddaaaaaiiiiiiiiiiii xor rd,ra,#imm12; 

0101010001.iiii.....iiiiiiiiiiii and flags #imm16; <= reset flags 

0101010011.iiii.....iiiiiiiiiiii or flags #imm16; <= set flags 

0101010101.iiii.....iiiiiiiiiiii xor flags #imm16; <= toggle flags 

0101010000dddddaaaaa.......ccccc led cdt rd,ra; <= leading 0 

0101010010dddddaaaaa.......ccccc led cdt rd,ra; <= leading 1 

0101010100dddddaaaaa.......ccccc led cdt rd,ra; <= leading x  

0101010110dddddaaaaa.......ccccc led cdt rd,ra; <= leading carry flag 

16b shift 

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

0100100000dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc asr cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100100001dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc asr cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100100010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc lrs cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100100011dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc lrs cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100100100dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc als cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100100101dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc als cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100100110dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc lls cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100100111dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc lls cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100101000dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc rr cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100101001dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc rr cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100101010dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc lr cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100101011dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc lr cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100101100dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc rrc cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100101101dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc rrc cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

0100101110dddddaaaaabbbbb..ccccc lrc cdt rd,ra,rb; 

0100101111dddddaaaaaiiiii..ccccc lrc cdt rd,ra,#imm5;  

32b single  

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

0101100000...DD...AABB.....ccccc addl cdt acrd,acra,acrb; acra<=AA acrb<=BB 

0101100001...DD...AAbbbbb..ccccc addl cdt acrd,acra,rb:0; 

0101100010...DD...AAbbbbb..ccccc addl cdt acrd,acra,sign:rb; 

0101100011...DDaaaaabbbbbAAccccc addl cdt acrd,acra,ra:rb; 

0101100100...DD...AABB.....ccccc subl cdt acrd,acra,acrb;  

0101100101...DD...AAbbbbb..ccccc subl cdt acrd,acra,rb:0; 

0101100110...DD...AAbbbbb..ccccc subl cdt acrd,acra,sign:rb; 

0101100111...DDaaaaabbbbbAAccccc subl cdt acrd,acra,ra:rb; 

0101101000...DD...AABB.....ccccc cmpl cdt acrd,acra,acrb;  

0101101001...DD...AAbbbbb..ccccc cmpl cdt acrd,acra,rb:0; 

0101101010...DD...AAbbbbb..ccccc cmpl cdt acrd,acra,sign:rb; 

0101101011...DDaaaaabbbbbAAccccc cmpl cdt acrd,acra,ra:rb; 

0101101100...DD...AA......sccccc absl cdt acrd,acra;  --s<=sat/notsat; 

0101101101...DDaaaaa.....hsccccc absl cdt acrd,H/Lra; --h<= H/L 

0101110000...DD...AA......sccccc negl cdt acrd,acra;   

0101110001...DDaaaaa.....hsccccc negl cdt acrd,H/Lra;  

0101110100...DDaaaaabbbbb..ccccc movel cdt acrd,ra:rb; 

0101110101...DDaaaaa.....hsccccc movel cdt acrd,H/Lra;  

0101110110...DD............ccccc clr cdt acrd; 
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0101111000sssDD.....BB...rsccccc postop cdt acrd,acrb; --scaling,r-round s-sat 

32b double  

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

0110000000sssDDaaaaabbbbbuu..... mul  acrd,ra,rb;  

0110000001sssDDaaaaabbbbbuu..... mac  acrd,ra,rb; <=mac accumulate -- u<=un/signed 

0110000010sssDDaaaaabbbbbuu..... mdm  acrd,ra,rb; <=mac diminish 

 

Iterative  

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

0110100000sssDDmmmAAmmmBBuu.q... conv scaling dm0(AM),dm1(AM), acrd, areg0, areg1; -- 

q<=add or sub 

0110100001kkkkkkkkkkkk...iiiiiii rep iter12,ins7; <= repeat m,n 

PFC  

33222222222211111111110000000000 

10987654321098765432109876543210 

10.jj00000.....aaaaa.......ccccc jmp cdt ra; j<=delay 0/1/2/3 

10.jj00001iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.ccccc jmp cdt #imm16; 

10.jj00010.....aaaaa............ call ra; 

10.jj00011iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii...... call #imm16; 

10...00100...................... NOP; 

10...00110...................... ret; 

10...01000...................... reti; 

10...01010...................... sleep; 

10...01011iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii...... sleep #imm16; 
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